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A CLASSIFICATION OF HYPERPOLAR AND
COHOMOGENEITY ONE ACTIONS

ANDREAS KOLLROSS

Abstract. An isometric action of a compact Lie group on a Riemannian
manifold is called hyperpolar if there exists a closed, connected submanifold
that is flat in the induced metric and meets all orbits orthogonally. In this
article, a classification of hyperpolar actions on the irreducible Riemannian
symmetric spaces of compact type is given. Since on these symmetric spaces
actions of cohomogeneity one are hyperpolar, i.e. normal geodesics are closed,
we obtain a classification of the homogeneous hypersurfaces in these spaces by
computing the cohomogeneity for all hyperpolar actions. This result implies a
classification of the cohomogeneity one actions on compact strongly isotropy
irreducible homogeneous spaces.

Introduction and Results

An isometric action of a compact Lie group on a Riemannian manifold M is
called polar if there exists a closed, connected submanifold Σ of M that meets
all orbits orthogonally. Such a submanifold is called a section; it is automatically
totally geodesic in M . If the section is also flat, then the action is called hyper-
polar. Typical examples of hyperpolar actions are the adjoint actions of compact
Lie groups equipped with a bi-invariant metric, where the sections are the maximal
tori, or, more generally, the isotropy actions of symmetric spaces. Other examples
are the polar representations of compact Lie groups. They are also hyperpolar be-
cause the sections are linear subspaces. The irreducible polar representations were
classified by [Dadok]. The main result of [Dadok] is that all polar representa-
tions are orbit equivalent (i.e. have the same orbits) to isotropy representations of
symmetric spaces. The principal orbits of polar representations are isoparametric
submanifolds of Sn−1 ⊂ Rn. More generally, the principal orbits of hyperpolar
actions on symmetric spaces of the compact type are equifocal submanifolds [TT].

The main result of this article is the classification of hyperpolar actions on the
irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces of the compact type up to orbit equiv-
alence. The problem of classifiying hyperpolar actions on symmetric spaces was
posed in [HPTT1]. A classification and structure theory for hyperpolar actions
with a fixed point on compact homogeneous Riemannian manifolds was developed
in [HPTT2]. An important special case of independent interest is given by coho-
mogeneity one actions, i.e. actions whose principal orbits have codimension one.
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As is shown in [HPTT1], cohomogeneity one actions on symmetric spaces of the
compact type equipped with the metric induced by the Killing form are hyperpo-
lar, i.e. normal geodesics are closed. Another special case was found by [Hr]: If H
and K are symmetric subgroups of a compact Lie group G, then the action of H
on G/K and the action of H × K on G are hyperpolar. These are the so-called
Hermann actions. More generally, the actions of symmetric subgroups of G×G on
G are hyperpolar. We define here a symmetric subgroup K of a compact Lie group
G to be a subgroup such that its Lie algebra is the fixed point set of an involutive
automorphism of the Lie algebra of G.

The main results of this article are given in Theorems A and B. In the theorems,
only actions on the simple compact Lie groups are given explicitly since, in order to
classify the hyperpolar or cohomogeneity one actions on the irreducible symmetric
spaces, it is sufficient to classify these actions on the simple compact Lie groups;
because, if K is a symmetric subgroup of the simple compact Lie group G, then
H ⊂ G acts hyperpolarly on G/K if and only if H ×K does on G, and these two
actions have the same cohomogeneity.

Note that the cohomogeneity of a hyperpolar action on a symmetric space cannot
be greater than the rank of the symmetric space, since a section is a flat, totally
geodesic subspace.

The classification problem for hyperpolar actions can be formulated on the Lie
algebra level. Therefore, the actions in Theorem A and Theorem B are only given
up to “local conjugacy”, i.e. up to isometries and covering maps of G and up to
connected components of the group acting. Similarly, “locally orbit equivalent”
refers to the actions whose orbits are the same on the Lie algebra level, i.e. up to
connected components and up to covering maps of G.

The first theorem gives the classification of the hyperpolar actions on the irre-
ducible Riemannian symmetric spaces of the compact type.

Theorem A. Let G be a connected simple compact Lie group, equipped with a
bi-invariant metric. Let U ⊂ G × G be a closed connected subgroup that acts
hyperpolarly and non-transitively on G by

(g1, g2) · g = g1 g g
−1
2 , (g1, g2) ∈ U, g ∈ G.

Then there is a closed subgroup U ′ ⊂ G×G such that U ⊆ U ′, the U -action on G
and the U ′-action on G are orbit equivalent and the U ′-action is locally conjugate
to one of the following:

i) An action of a symmetric subgroup of G×G.
ii) The %(H)× SO(n− 1)-action on SO(n), where H is a compact Lie group and

the representation % : H → SO(n) is equivalent to the isotropy representation
of a symmetric space of rank two.

iii) The %(H)× S(U1 ×Un−1)-action on SU(n), where % : H → SU(n) is a repre-
sentation of the compact Lie group H and θ a one-dimensional representation
of U(1) such that %⊗ θ : H · U(1)→ U(n) is equivalent to the isotropy repre-
sentation of a Hermitian symmetric space of rank two.

iv) The %(H) × (Sp(1)×Sp(n − 1))-action on Sp(n), where % : H → Sp(n) is a
representation of the compact Lie group H and θ the standard representation
of Sp(1) such that % ⊗ θ : H · Sp(1) → SO(4n) is equivalent to the isotropy
representation of a quaternionic-Kähler symmetric space of rank two.

v) The H ×K-action on G, where the triple (H, G, K) is one of the following.
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H G K

G2 SO(7) SO(4)× SO(3)
G2 SO(7) G2

U(3) SO(7) G2

Spin(9) SO(16) SO(14)× SO(2)
Sp(n)Sp(1) SO(4n) SO(4n− 2)× SO(2)

SU(3) G2 SO(4)
SU(3) G2 SU(3)

Table 1. “Exceptional” cohomogeneity one actions

In particular, if the U -action on G is not locally orbit equivalent to an action of a
symmetric subgroup of G×G, it is of cohomogeneity one.

The classification of cohomogeneity one actions is given in Theorem B. This gen-
eralizes the classifications of homogeneous hypersurfaces in spheres [HsL], complex
[Takagi], quaternionic projective space [D’Atri] and the Cayley plane [Iwata].

Theorem B. Let G be a connected simple compact Lie group. Let U ⊂ G×G be
a closed connected subgroup that acts with cohomogeneity one on G by

(g1, g2) · g = g1 g g
−1
2 , (g1, g2) ∈ U, g ∈ G.

Then U is contained in a closed connected subgroup U ′ ⊂ G × G such that the
U -action and the U ′-action on G are orbit equivalent and the U ′-action on G is
locally conjugate to one of the following:

i) A Hermann action of cohomogeneity one: i.e. the K ×K-action on G, where
K ⊂ G is a symmetric subgroup such that rk(G/K) = 1, or the H ×K-action
on G, where the triple (H, G, K) is one of the following:

H G K

SO(p + 1) SU(p + 1) S(Up ×U1)
S(U2×U2n−2) SU(2n) Sp(n)
S(U3×U2n−3) SU(2n) Sp(n)
S(Ua+b×U1) SU(a+b+1) S(Ua×Ub+1)

SO(a+b) SO(a+b+1) SO(a)×SO(b+1)
Sp(p)×Sp(1) Sp(p + 1) U(p + 1)

Sp(a + b)×Sp(1) Sp(a+b+1) Sp(a)×Sp(b + 1)
SO(2)×SO(2n−2) SO(2n) U(n)
SO(3)×SO(2n−3) SO(2n) U(n)

SU(6)·SU(2) E6 F4

Spin(10)·SO(2) E6 F4

Sp(3)·Sp(1) F4 Spin(9)

Table 2. Cohomogeneity one Hermann actions

ii) A σ-action of cohomogeneity one, i.e. the adjoint action of SU(2), or the action
of {(g, σ(g))| g ∈ G} on SU(3), where σ is an outer automorphism of SU(3).

iii) An action as described in parts ii), iii), iv) or v) of Theorem A.
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We have actually obtained a classification of cohomogeneity one actions on all
compact strongly isotropy irreducible homogeneous spaces (see the remark after
Definition 1.12).

This article is organized as follows.
In the first section we give definitions and review some preliminary results. The

classification problem is reduced to the problem of finding hyperpolar actions of
maximal non-transitive groups on the simple compact Lie groups.

In the second section, the classification of the hyperpolar actions is carried out.
Lower bounds on the dimension of groups acting hyperpolarly are obtained and,
using these necessary conditions, many groups can be shown not to act hyper-
polarly. For the remaining actions, slice representations are obtained in order to
decide whether these actions are polar or to compute the cohomogeneity. It then
turns out that all actions not excluded by these conditions are Hermann actions or
cohomogeneity one actions.

In the third section, the cohomogeneities of the Hermann actions and σ-actions
on the irreducible symmetric spaces of compact type are computed. This informa-
tion is needed to complete the classification of the cohomogeneity one actions, i.e.
to find out which of these actions are of cohomogeneity one.

The polar actions on compact rank one symmetric spaces were recently classified
by [PTh]. It remains an interesting open question if there are polar actions on the
symmetric spaces of higher rank which are not hyperpolar.

The author would like to thank Ernst Heintze and Wolfgang Ziller for many
useful comments and to thank Robert Bock and Jens Heber for discussions.

1. Preliminaries

Definition 1.1. Let G be a compact Lie group and M a connected, complete
Riemannian G-manifold. A connected, closed, smooth submanifold Σ is called a
section if it meets all orbits, i.e. GΣ = M and for each x ∈ M , the tangent space
TxΣ is included in νx(Gx) = (Tx(Gx))⊥.

The action of G on M is called polar if there exists a section. It is called
hyperpolar if it is polar and the section is flat in the induced metric.

Since the notion hyperpolarity is defined for the category of Riemannian G-
manifolds, we are naturally lead to consider the concept of isomorphism in this
category:

Definition 1.2. Let M1 be a Riemannian G1-manifold and let M2 be a Riemann-
ian G2-manifold. Then M1 and M2 are called conjugate if there is an isomorphism
Φ : G1 → G2 and an isometry F : M1 → M2 such that Φ(g) · F (x) = F (g · x) for
all g ∈ G1 and all x ∈M1.

We are mainly interested in the geometry of the orbits, therefore we also use a
weaker equivalence relation, where we regard two actions as equivalent if there is
an isometry that maps orbits to orbits.

Definition 1.3. Let M1 be a Riemannian G1-manifold and let M2 be a Riemann-
ian G2-manifold. Then M1 and M2 are called orbit equivalent if there is an isometry
F : M1 →M2 such that F (G1x) = G2F (x) for all x ∈M1.

Definition 1.4. Let G be a compact Lie group and K a closed subgroup. The pair
(G, K) is called a symmetric pair if there exists an involution (i.e. an automorphism
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of order 2) of G such that Gσ0 ⊆ K ⊆ Gσ, where Gσ and Gσ0 are the fixed point set
of σ and its connected component, respectively.

Every symmetric space M may be presented as G/K, where G is the isometry
group of M and K is a symmetric subgroup of G. Conversely, if (G, K) is a
symmetric pair, G/K is a symmetric space if it is equipped with an appropriate
metric. If M is an irreducible Riemannian symmetric space of compact type, then
either M is a simple, compact, connected Lie group (symmetric space of type II or
group type), or M = G/K, where G is a simple, compact, connected Lie group and
K a symmetric subgroup of G (symmetric space of type III).

Definition 1.5. Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group and U a
subgroup of G×G. We define the U -action on G by

(g1, g2) · g = g1 g g
−1
2 , (g1, g2) ∈ U, g ∈ G.(1.1)

If U = H ×K, where H and K are symmetric subgroups of G, then the H ×K-
action on G is called a Hermann action. If σ is an automorphism of G and U =
{(g, σ(g))| g ∈ G}, then the U -action on G is called the σ-action. If σ = idG, then
the σ-action is called the adjoint action of G.

Since, as a symmetric space, G may be presented as G ∼= G ×G/∆G and U =
{(g, σ(g))| g ∈ G} is the fixed point set of the involution (g, h) 7→ (σ−1(h), σ(g)) of
G×G, σ-actions may be viewed as Hermann actions on G×G. Both σ-actions and
Hermann actions can be described as actions of symmetric subgroups of G×G on
G.

An important notion in the theory of Riemannian G-manifolds is the so-called
slice representation; see e.g. [Jänich]:

Definition 1.6. Let M be a Riemannian G-manifold and let Gx be the isotropy
group at x. The differential of the action of Gx defines a linear representation
of Gx on TxM called the isotropy representation. The tangent space TxGx and
the normal space νxGx to the orbit of x are invariant subspaces of the isotropy
representation. The restriction of the isotropy representation to νxGx is called the
slice representation at x.

The slice representation is particularly useful for our classification of hyperpolar
actions because the polarity of an action is inherited by its slice representations.

Theorem 1.7. Let M be a Riemannian G-manifold. Then the cohomogeneity of a
slice representation equals the cohomogeneity of the G-action on M . If the action
on M is polar, then for all x ∈M the slice representation at x is polar.

Proof. See [PT1], Theorem 4.6.

We will use this theorem to prove that certain actions are not hyperpolar by showing
that they have non-polar slice representations and also to show that certain actions
have cohomogeneity one. For this purpose, we will frequently use the results of
[Dadok], where polar representations were classified.

In [HPTT1], an algebraic criterion for hyperpolarity was obtained:

Theorem 1.8. Let G be a compact, connected, semi-simple Lie group with the bi-
invariant metric induced from the negative of the Killing form on g. Let U be a
closed subgroup of G×G. Then the following are equivalent:

i) The U -action on G is hyperpolar.
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ii) There exists g ∈ G such that g−1νg(Ug) is abelian.
iii) The normal space νe(Ue) contains a k-dimensional abelian subalgebra, where

k is the cohomogeneity of the U -action on G.

As an immediate and important consequence of this criterion, the problem of
finding all hyperpolar actions on G is reduced to a problem on the Lie algebra level.
Also the hyperpolarity of the following well-known examples can be shown using
the preceding theorem; see [HPTT1], Section 3.1:

Proposition 1.9. Hermann actions, σ-actions and cohomogeneity one actions on
irreducible symmetric spaces of the compact type are hyperpolar.

Now we will reformulate the problem of finding all hyperpolar and cohomogeneity
one actions on the compact irreducible symmetric spaces. As a first step, we note
that the classification of hyperpolar actions on G/K may be reduced to that of G.

Proposition 1.10. Let (G, K) be a symmetric pair, M = G/K the correspond-
ing symmetric space and H a closed subgroup of G. Then the H-action on M is
hyperpolar if and only if the H ×K-action on G is hyperpolar.

Proof. See [HPTT1], Proposition 2.11

Thus, concerning the classification of hyperpolar actions, it is not necessary to
distinguish between the H × K-action on G and the H-action on G/K in the
situation described in Proposition 1.10, and in the following we will switch between
these two points of view without mention.

Another important fact is the following maximality property of hyperpolar ac-
tions. By this property, we may restrict our attention to maximal subgroups of
groups that act transitively on symmetric spaces, as far as classification up to orbit
equivalence is concerned.

Theorem 1.11. Let M = G/K be a compact, connected, irreducible symmetric
space and H ⊂ L ⊂ G closed, connected subgroups. If the H-action on M is
hyperpolar, then the L-action on M is transitive or is orbit equivalent to the H-
action.

Proof. This was originally proved in [HPTT1], Corollary 3.14, under an additional
hypothesis, which was recently removed in [HL], Corollary D.

Theorem 1.11 motivates the following definition.

Definition 1.12. Let G be a connected Lie group and H ⊂ G a closed, connected
subgroup. We call H a maximal connected subgroup of G, if for every closed,
connected subgroup H ′ with H ⊆ H ′ ⊆ G either H = H ′ or H ′ = G. Let
U ⊂ G×G be a closed, connected subgroup. We call U a maximal connected non-
transitive subgroup of G × G, if the U -action on G is not transitive and for every
closed, connected subgroup U ′ with U ⊆ U ′ ⊆ G × G either U = U ′ or U ′ acts
transitively on G.

Remark. Proposition 1.10 and Theorem 1.11 together imply that, in order to clas-
sify the hyperpolar actions on the irreducible symmetric spaces of the compact
type up to orbit equivalence, we may restrict ourselves to decide which maximal
connected non-transitive subgroups of G ×G act hyperpolarly on G for all simple
compact Lie groups G; because we have that if K is a symmetric subgroup of G and
the closed subgroup H acts hyperpolarly on G/K, then there is a group H ′ having
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the same orbits as H on G/K, such that H ⊆ H ′ ⊂ G and H ′ ×K is a maximal
connected non-transitive subgroup of G that acts hyperpolarly on G. (We assume
that K is connected.) This follows from the fact that the connected symmetric
subgroups of the simple compact Lie groups are maximal connected. An analogous
argument holds if G/K is a compact strongly isotropy irreducible homogeneous
space, since in this case K ⊂ G is a maximal connected subgroup.

The next proposition shows that we have to consider the subgroups of G × G
only up to conjugacy. This follows from the fact that G is a homogeneous space on
which G×G acts transitively.

Proposition 1.13. Let G be a compact Lie group equipped with a bi-invariant
metric. Let U be a subgroup of G×G. Let a, b ∈ G. Consider the subgroup

U ′ =
{(
ag1a

−1, bg2b
−1
)∣∣ (g1, g2) ∈ U

}
.(1.2)

Then the U -action on G and the U ′-action on G are conjugate via the isometry

F : G→ G, g 7→ agb−1.(1.3)

However, one should be aware of the fact that if an outer automorphism of G×G
is applied to U ⊂ G×G, the resulting actions are not conjugate in general; see e.g.
Theorem 3.2. We will not distinguish the order of the two factors of G×G in the
following, because the action of U ⊂ G × G and {(g2, g1)|(g1, g2) ∈ U} on G are
conjugate via the isometry g 7→ g−1.

Finally, we can formulate the following classification problem:
For all simple compact Lie groups G, determine the conjugacy classes
of maximal connected non-transitive subgroups U ⊂ G × G and decide
which ones act hyperpolarly on G.
This problem will be solved in section 2.

Cohomogeneity one actions are a special case of hyperpolar actions, thus we
will obtain a classification of cohomogeneity one actions on the compact irreducible
symmetric spaces with little extra effort. Since it will turn out that hyperpolar
actions which are not of cohomogeneity one are orbit equivalent to Hermann actions
or σ-actions, it is sufficient to compute the cohomogeneities for the Hermann and
σ-actions. This is done in section 3.

Since the above problem can be formulated entirely in terms of Lie algebras, we
may state our results using the following definition, which defines two actions on
two locally isomorphic Lie groups to be locally conjugate or locally orbit equivalent
if the corresponding actions on the universal cover are conjugate or orbit equivalent,
respectively.

Definition 1.14. Let G1 and G2 be two locally isomorphic compact connected
semisimple Lie groups, i.e. there exist a simply connected compact Lie group G̃
and epimorphisms

π1 : G̃→ G1 and π2 : G̃→ G2

that are universal coverings. Let U1 ⊂ G1 × G1 and U2 ⊂ G2 × G2 be closed
subgroups. The U1-action on G1 and the U2-action on G2 are called locally orbit
equivalent if the

(
Ũ1

)
0
-action on G̃ and the

(
Ũ2

)
0
-action on G̃ are orbit equivalent,

where we define:

Ũi =
{

(g, h) ∈ G̃× G̃
∣∣∣ (πi(g), πi(h)) ∈ Ui

}
, i = 1, 2.
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The U1-action on G1 and the U2-action on G2 are called locally conjugate if the(
Ũ1

)
0
-action on G̃ and the

(
Ũ2

)
0
-action on G̃ are conjugate.

By Theorem 1.8, we have that two locally orbit equivalent actions are either
both hyperpolar or both not hyperpolar.

2. The Classification of Hyperpolar Actions

In this section we will solve the problem formulated at the end of the preceding
section, i.e. for all simple compact Lie groups G, we find those connected subgroups
of G×G that act hyperpolarly on G and are maximal with respect to this property.
In 2.1, we review some results of Dynkin, concerning the maximal subgroups of
compact Lie groups. Since the section of a hyperpolar action on a symmetric space
M is a totally geodesic flat submanifold of M , its dimension is less or equal the
rank of M . This fact is used in 2.2 to obtain lower bounds on the dimensions of
the groups that act hyperpolarly on M . The main result of 2.2 is that if H × K
acts hyperpolarly on G = SU(n), SO(n), Sp(n), then, with one exception, H ⊂ G is
a symmetric subgroup or K ⊂ G is a symmetric subgroup. In 2.3, certain actions
of non-symmetric subgroups of G × G which cannot be excluded by dimension
conditions are examined. This is done by computing slice representations. It turns
out that these actions are either not hyperpolar or of cohomogeneity one. Finally,
in 2.4, the classification is completed. The remaining actions not excluded in 2.2
or 2.3, transitive subgroups and exceptional groups are considered.

2.1. Maximal Subgroups of Compact Lie Groups. The maximal connected
subgroups of compact Lie groups are given by the following theorems, the first of
which is a slight generalization of Theorem 15.1, p. 235 in [Dyn1].

Theorem 2.1. Let

g = g0 ⊕ g1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ gs(2.1)

be a decomposition of the Lie algebra g into a direct sum of ideals, where g0 is
abelian and g1, . . . , gs are simple. Let a be a maximal subalgebra of g. Then either
a is equal to

s⊕
k=0
k 6=i

gk ⊕ g̃,

for an index i ∈ {0, . . . , s} and a maximal subalgebra g̃ ⊂ gi, or a equals
s⊕

k=0
k 6=i, j

gk ⊕ g(i, j, σ),

for two indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , s}, i 6= j, and an isomorphism σ : gi → gj, where we
define g(i, j, σ) = {X + σ(X)|X ∈ gi}.

By Theorem 2.1, to find the maximal subgroups of compact Lie groups, it is
sufficient to know the maximal subgroups of the simple compact Lie groups. For
the classical groups, this problem was solved in [Dyn2].
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Theorem 2.2. Let H be a maximal connected subgroup of SO(n). Then H is
conjugate (in O(n)) to one of the following:

i) SO(k)× SO(n− k) 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1
ii) SO(p)⊗ SO(q) pq = n, 3 ≤ p ≤ q
iii) U(k) 2k = n
iv) Sp(p)⊗ Sp(q) 4pq = n
v) %(H) H simple, % ∈ IrrR(H), deg % = n

Let H be a maximal connected subgroup of SU(n). Then H is conjugate to one of
the following:

i) SO(n)
ii) Sp(m) 2m = n
iii) S(Uk ×Un−k) 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1
iv) SU(p) ⊗ SU(q) pq = n, p ≥ 3, q ≥ 2
v) %(H) H simple, % ∈ IrrC(H), deg % = n

Let H be a maximal connected subgroup of Sp(n). Then H is conjugate to one of
the following:

i) U(n)
ii) Sp(k)× Sp(n− k) 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1
iii) SO(p)⊗ Sp(q) pq = n, p ≥ 3, q ≥ 1
iv) %(H) H simple, % ∈ IrrH(H), deg % = 2n

By IrrR(H), IrrC(H), IrrH(H) we denote the irreducible representations of H of real,
complex and quaternionic type, respectively.

Remarks. Not all of the subgroups listed above are maximal connected subgroups.
Some groups are not proper subgroups and there are some inclusions which are
determined in [Dyn2]. But for our purposes the information given in the above
theorem is sufficient. The maximal subalgebras of the exceptional Lie algebras
are classified in [Dyn1]. Note also that there are subgroups of SO(2n), which are
conjugate in O(2n), but not in SO(2n).

We will proceed as follows with the classification. Let G be a simple compact
connected Lie group. The maximal connected subgroups of G×G are, by Theorem
2.1 above,

H1×G, G×H2, ∆σG = { (g, σ(g))| g ∈ G} ,(2.2)

where Hi run through all maximal connected subgroups of G and σ runs through
all automorphisms of G. The first two types of subgroups act transitively on G,
so we have to consider their maximal connected subgroups. Since all subgroups
which have G as one factor act transitively, we arrive at the groups of the form
H×K, where both H and K are maximal connected subgroups of G. Now there
are two alternatives: Either H×K acts transitively on G, then we have to consider
maximal connected subgroups of H×K; or H×K does not act transitively on G,
then we have to find out if the H×K-action on G is hyperpolar or not.

The subgroups ∆σG correspond to the σ-actions, which are hyperpolar.
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2.2. Dimension Conditions. In the following, we will deduce and apply some
necessary conditions on the dimensions of groups which act hyperpolarly. First we
observe that there is a lower bound for the dimension of such groups. If U acts
hyperpolarly on the symmetric space M , the following inequality holds:

dim(U) ≥ dim(M)− rk(M),(2.3)

because dim(U) is an upper bound for the dimension of an orbit of U , and a
hyperpolar action on M has at most cohomogeneity rk(M). In particular, if H×K
acts hyperpolarly on G, we have

dim(H) + dim(K) ≥ dim(G)− rk(G).(2.4)

To obtain a necessary condition on the dimension of H , we replace dim(K) by the
maximal dimension of a proper closed subgroup of G:

dim(H) ≥ m(G)− rk(G),(2.5)

where we define

m(G) = min{dim(G/K) |K ⊂ G proper closed subgroup}.
We take the values of m(G) for the simple compact Lie groups from [Mann] (see
Table 3) where subgroups of maximal dimension are also given.

G m(G) Hmax

SU(n), n 6= 4 2(n− 1) S(U1 ×Un−1)
SO(n) n− 1 SO(n− 1)

Sp(n), n ≥ 2 4(n− 1) Sp(1)×Sp(n− 1)
G2 6 SU(3)
F4 16 Spin(9)
E6 26 F4

E7 54 E6 · SO(2)
E8 112 E7 · SU(2)

Table 3. Subgroups of maximal dimension

Remarks. The restriction n 6= 4 for SU(n) is imposed because a subgroup of max-
imal dimension of SU(4) ∼= Spin(6) is not S(U1 × U3), but Sp(2) ∼= Spin(5). As
a first consequence, we can see from the table above that for simple G, no proper
subgroup of G can act hyperpolarly on G, because m(G) > rk(G) for all simple G.

Since a subgroup H of a classical Lie group (SO(n), SU(n) or Sp(n)) is given by
a representation % of H of the corresponding (real, complex or quaternionic) type
and degree (n, or 2n for Sp(n)), we may reformulate condition (2.5) in terms of the
degree of %. If H is a subgroup of SO(n) given by %, the condition becomes

dimH ≥ deg %− 1− b deg %
2
c,

which is equivalent to the inequality

2 dimH ≥ deg %− 2.

Similar conditions are obtained for subgroups of SU(n) and Sp(n). We summarize
these remarks by the following lemma. Note that we assume here that Sp(n) is a
subgroup of SU(2n).
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Lemma 2.3. Let G be one of the classical Lie groups SO(n), SU(n) or Sp(n). Let
H and K be closed subgroups of G. Let % be the representation of H which is defined
by restriction of the standard representation of G to H. If H ×K acts hyperpolarly
on G, then H and % satisfy the following conditions:

2 dimH ≥ deg %− 2 if G = SO(n),(2.6)

dimH ≥ deg %− 1 if G = SU(n),(2.7)

dimH ≥ 3
2 deg %− 4 if G = Sp(n).(2.8)

For any simple compact Lie group H there are only finitely many irreducible
representations % of H such that the corresponding conditions (2.6), (2.7) or (2.8)
hold. By the following three lemmas we will determine all such representations.
We start by excluding some fundamental representations.

Lemma 2.4. The following fundamental representations of simple Lie groups H
do not satisfy condition (2.6) if % is of real type, (2.7) if % is of complex type or (2.8)
if % is of quaternionic type, respectively. Thus the corresponding subgroups %(H) of
the respective classical Lie groups G do not act hyperpolarly on any quotient G/K.

H %k deg %k Range

An %k, k = 3, . . . , n− 2
(
n+1
k

)
n ≥ 8

Bn %k, k = 3, . . . , n− 1
(

2n+1
k

)
n ≥ 4

Cn %k, k = 3, . . . , n
(

2n
k

)
−
(

2n
k−2

)
n ≥ 6

Dn %k, k = 3, . . . , n− 2
(

2n
k

)
n ≥ 5

Bn %n 2n n ≥ 9

Dn %n−1, %n 2n−1 n ≥ 9

Proof. The numbering of the fundamental representations is taken from [Tits],
where the types of fundamental representations are also given.

With the exception of %(n+1)/2, the fundamental representations of An are of
complex type, thus we have to check condition (2.7). It clearly suffices to verify
the case k = 3. The statement holds for n = 8 and we have deg %3(An+1) =(

n+2
3

)
=
(

n+1
3

)
+
(

n+1
2

)
= deg %3(An) + 1

2n(n + 1). On the other hand, we have
dim An+1 = dim An + 2n + 3, and 1

2n(n+ 1) > 2n+ 3 if n ≥ 8.
It may easily be verified that the representations %(n+1)/2 do not fulfill the re-

spective conditions.
Similar arguments apply to the fundamental representations %3, . . . , %n−1 of

Bn and %3, . . . , %n−2 of Dn. In these cases it is again sufficient to consider the
representation %3 = Λ3(%1) of SO(N). For SO(N) we have deg %3 =

(
N
3

)
=

1
6N(N −1)(N −2) ≥ 7

3 dim(SO(N)) for N ≥ 9, from which it follows that deg %3 >
2 dim(SO(N)) + 2.

For Cn, we have to estimate the degree of %k for arbitrary k ∈ {3, . . . , n}. We
have

deg %k =
(

2n
k

)
−
(

2n
k − 2

)
=
(

2n
k

)(
1− (k − 1)k

(2n− k + 1)(2n− k + 2)

)
.
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By setting k = 4 in the left factor and k = n in the right, one can estimate the last
term from below and one gets that conditions (2.6) and (2.8) are not satisfied for
%4, . . . , %n if n ≥ 6. It is easy to see that the fundamental representations %3, which
are of quaternionic type, violate condition (2.8) if n ≥ 6.

For the spin and of half-spin representations of Bn and Dn, respectively, one may
use a simple induction proof.

Lemma 2.5. The following representations of simple Lie groups H do not satisfy
condition (2.6) if % is of real type, (2.7) if % is of complex type or (2.8) if % is
of quaternionic type, respectively. Thus the corresponding subgroups %(H) of the
respective classical Lie groups G do not act hyperpolarly on any quotient G/K.

H (c1, . . . , cn) deg % Range

An (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1
3n(n+ 1)(n+ 2) n ≥ 3

An (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1) 1
2 (n− 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2) n ≥ 4

An (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0) 1
4 (n− 2)(n+ 1)2(n+ 2) n ≥ 4

An (3, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1
6 (n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3) n ≥ 2

An (0, 2, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1
12n(n+ 1)2(n+ 2) n ≥ 4

Bn (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1
3 (2n− 1)(2n+ 1)(2n+ 3) n ≥ 3

Bn (3, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1
3n(2n+ 1)(2n+ 5) n ≥ 2

Bn (0, 2, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1
3 (n− 1)(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)(2n+ 3) n ≥ 3

Cn (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 2
3n(2n− 2)(2n+ 2) n ≥ 3

Cn (3, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 2
3n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1) n ≥ 2

Cn (0, 2, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1
3 (n− 1)n(2n− 1)(2n+ 3) n ≥ 3

Dn (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 8
3 (n− 1)n(n+ 1) n ≥ 4

Dn (3, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 2
3n(n+ 2)(2n− 1) n ≥ 4

Dn (0, 2, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1
3n(2n+ 1)(2n− 3)(n+ 1) n ≥ 4

Proof. Weyl’s dimension formula.

The next lemma gives a complete classification of the irreducible simple sub-
groups of the classical groups which satisfy the necessary condition for hyperpolar
actions in Lemma 2.3. It turns out that, with a finite number of exceptions, these
subgroups come from isotropy representations of symmetric spaces.

Lemma 2.6. Let H be a compact simple Lie group and % an irreducible represen-
tation of H satisfying the following condition:

2 dimH ≥ deg %− 2 if % is of real type,(2.9)

dimH ≥ deg %− 1 if % is of complex type,(2.10)

dimH ≥ 3
2 deg %− 4 if % is of quaternionic type,(2.11)

i.e. the corresponding condition of Lemma 2.3. Then one of the following is true:
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i) % is of real type and equivalent to the isotropy representation of a symmetric
space.

ii) % is of complex type and % ⊗ θ is equivalent to the isotropy representation of
a Hermitian symmetric space, where θ is a one-dimensional representation of
U(1).

iii) % is of quaternionic type and %⊗φ is equivalent to the isotropy representation of
a Quaternion-Kähler symmetric space, where φ is the standard representation
of Sp(1); see [Besse], p. 408.

iv) % is a representation from the table below:

H % deg (%) ε(%) dim(H) Description
A1 (6) 7 +1 3 S6%1

A6 %3 35 0 48 Λ3%1

A7 %3 56 0 63 Λ3%1

B3 %3 8 +1 21 Spin(7)
B3 (0, 0, 2) 35 +1 21
B5 %5 32 −1 55 spin
B7 %7 128 +1 105 spin
B8 %8 256 +1 136 spin
D4 (1, 0, 1, 0) 56 +1 28
D7 %6, %7 64 0 91 half-spin
G2 %1 7 +1 14 Aut(Ca)
G2 (2, 0) 27 +1 14

Proof. The proof proceeds case-by-case, using the strong monotonicity of the map

(c1, . . . , cn) 7→ deg (%(c1,...,cn));

see Lemma 3.1 of [On1], and Weyl’s dimension formula. See the Appendix for lists
of low degree representations.

Using Lemma 2.3, many subgroups of the simple Lie groups can be excluded as
candidates for hyperpolar actions. However, in the case of a classical Lie group,
there still remains a number of subgroups which fulfill the condition in Lemma 2.3.
But if one starts to consider pairs of such subgroups (H, K), one observes that
condition (2.4) is violated in most cases. Since it would be cumbersome to check
condition (2.4) for all suitable combinations of maximal subgroups H and K, we
use another bound for dimH and dimK. The idea here is that the dimension of
principal orbits of a hyperpolar action on G is greater or equal to dim(G)− rk(G),
thus if we have two subgroups H and K such that dim(H) and dim(K) are both
less than 1

2 (dim(G)− rk(G)), then the action cannot be hyperpolar. In addition, a
number of other cases can be ruled out by the following conditions.

Lemma 2.7. i) Let H, K ⊆ SO(n) be closed subgroups, such that

dimH, dimK <
n2

4
− 3

4
n.(2.12)

Then the H×K-action on SO(n) is not hyperpolar.
If n is even, the H-action on SO(n)/U(n

2 ) is not hyperpolar.
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ii) Let H, K ⊆ SU(n) be closed subgroups, such that

dimH, dimK <
n2

2
− n.(2.13)

Then the H×K-action on SU(n) is not hyperpolar.
The H-action on SU(n)/SO(n) is not hyperpolar.
If n is even, the H-action on SU(n)/Sp(n

2 ) is not hyperpolar.
iii) Let H, K ⊆ Sp(n) be closed subgroups, such that

dimH, dimK < n2.(2.14)

Then the H×K-action on Sp(n) is not hyperpolar.
The H-action on Sp(n)/U(n) is not hyperpolar.

Proof. One checks easily that the inequalities (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) imply in all cases
that the respective actions cannot be hyperpolar by (2.3).

Now we will apply the dimension conditions proved in the preceding lemma to
the maximal connected subgroups of the classical groups. It turns out that the
inequalities (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) hold for almost all subgroups of the classical
groups with the obvious exception of those subgroups H ⊂ G such that H ×H is
well-known to act hyperpolarly on G; see [HPTT2].

Lemma 2.8. i) For the following subalgebras %(h) of so(n) we have dim h <
n2

4 −
3
4n (i.e. inequality (2.12) holds):

h % n = deg % Range
so(p) + so(q) %1 ⊗ %1 pq p, q ≥ 3
sp(p) + sp(q) %1 ⊗ %1 4pq p ≥ 1, q ≥ 2, pq 6= 2

h simple adjoint dim h dim h ≥ 8
sp(k) P 2

(
2k
2

)
− 1 k ≥ 3

so(k) S2%1 − N 1
2 (k − 1)(k + 2) k ≥ 4

sp(4) %4 42
f4 %1 26

su(8) %4 70
so(16) %7, %8 128
so(9) %4 16
a1 (6) 7
b3 (0, 0, 2) 35
b7 %7 128
b8 %8 256
d4 (1, 0, 1, 0) 56
g2 (2, 0) 27

ii) For the following subalgebras %(h) of su(n) we have dim h < n2

2 − n (i.e. in-
equality (2.13) holds):
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h % n = deg % Range
su(p) + su(q) %1 ⊗ %1 pq p ≥ 3, q ≥ 2

su(k) %2
1
2k(k − 1) k ≥ 5

su(k) S2%1
1
2k(k + 1) k ≥ 3

so(10) %4, %5 16
e6 %1 27

su(7) %3 35
su(8) %3 56
d7 %6, %7 64

iii) For the following subalgebras %(h) of sp(n) we have dim h < n2 (i.e. inequality
(2.14) holds):

h % 2n = deg % Range
so(p) + sp(q) %1 ⊗ %1 2pq p ≥ 3, q ≥ 1

su(6) %3 20
so(12) %5, %6 32

e7 %1 56
sp(3) %3 14
su(2) S3%1 4
b5 %5 32

iv) In particular, the only maximal connected subgroups of the classical Lie groups
SO(n) (n ≥ 7), SU(n) (n ≥ 2) and Sp(n) (n ≥ 2) for which the respective
inequality (2.12), (2.13) or (2.14) does not hold are the connected symmetric
subgroups and G2 ⊂ SO(7).

Proof. For parts i), ii) and iii) of the lemma, one has to verify case-by-case that
the dimensions of the Lie algebra h and the degree of its representation % fulfill the
respective inequalities. In some cases, a simple induction proof may be used.

Now let us prove part iv) of the lemma. For a symmetric subgroup H ⊂ G it is
clear that the respective inequality (2.12), (2.13) or (2.14) does not hold, because
we have the Hermann action of H×H on G which is hyperpolar. Similarly, G2×G2

acts hyperpolarly on SO(7); see [HPTT2].
On the other hand, consider the subgroups of the classical Lie groups given in

Theorem 2.2. Let us start with the maximal connected subgroups of SO(n): The
subgroups SO(k) × SO(n − k) ⊂ SO(n) and U(k) ⊂ SO(2k) are symmetric. The
subgroups of the form SO(p)⊗ SO(q) and Sp(p)⊗ Sp(q) are excluded by part i) of
this lemma, with the exception of Sp(1) ⊗ Sp(2), which is a symmetric subgroup
of SO(8). It remains to consider the subgroups of the form %(H) ⊂ SO(n), where
H is a simple Lie group and % is an irreducible real representation of H . We only
have to consider the representations % given in Lemma 2.6, because if condition
(2.6) is violated, then (2.12) holds. The only subgroups not excluded by part i) are
G2 ⊂ SO(7) and the symmetric subgroup Spin(7) ⊂ SO(8).

To prove part iv) for subgroups of SU(n) and Sp(n), one proceeds in an analogous
manner.

Part iv) of this lemma is an important observation for our classification, because
it shows that essentially only such maximal connected non-transitive subgroups
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H×K ⊂ G×G have to be considered where K ⊂ G is a symmetric subgroup. Thus,
the number of individual cases to be examined is reduced considerably and our
classification problem is essentially reduced to the classification of the hyperpolar
actions on the compact symmetric spaces of type III, i.e. on the spaces G/K where
G is a simple compact Lie group and K a symmetric subgroup.

2.3. Slice Representations. Having excluded many candidates for hyperpolar
actions by dimension conditions, we will now take a closer look at some of the
remaining actions. We will compute a slice representation for each of these actions
in order to decide whether they are polar or to determine the cohomogeneity using
Theorem 1.7. In all cases, the identity element of G happens to be contained in a
singular orbit, therefore the slice representation at e is non-trivial in all cases.

Let H , K ⊂ G. Consider the H × K-action on G. The slice representation at
e ∈ G may be computed as follows: The isotropy group of H ×K at e is

(H ×K)e = {(h, h)|h ∈ H ∩K} = ∆(H ∩K).(2.15)

The tangent space of the orbit of e at e is

Te(H×K)e = h + k.

Consequently, the normal space at e equals

νe(H ×K)e = h⊥ ∩ k⊥,

where h⊥ and k⊥ are the orthogonal complements of h and k with respect to the
negative of the Killing form. The isotropy representation at e is equivalent to the
adjoint representation of G, restricted to H ∩K. Hence the slice representation is
equivalent to the adjoint representation of G, restricted to H ∩K, on the invariant
subspace h⊥ ∩ k⊥.

In the case of the H-action on G/K, the isotropy group at eK is HeK = H ∩K,
hence isomorphic to (2.15), and the slice representation at eK is equivalent to that
of the H ×K-action on G at e. Thus, in order to compute slice representations, it
is not necessary to distinguish between the H ×K-action on G and the H-action
on G/K. In particular, the cohomogeneities of the two actions are equal.

We will frequently use the following lemma to show that certain slice represen-
tations are not polar.

Lemma 2.9. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and % : G → SO(n) be a
representation. If the representation module Rn contains two invariant subspaces
that are non-trivial equivalent representation modules of G, then % is not polar.

Proof. Assume % : G → SO(n) is a polar representation. Let Rn = V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕W
be a G-invariant decomposition, where Vi are non-trivial irreducible equivalent G-
modules. By [Dadok], Theorem 4, we have that the actions of G on Vi and on
V1 ⊕ V2 are polar, a section of the G-action on V1 ⊕ V2 is of the form a = a1 ⊕ a2,
where ai ⊂ Vi are sections, and the action H1 ×H2 on V1 ⊕ V2 by components has
the same orbits as the G-action on V1 ⊕ V2, where Hi are the connected subgroups
of G corresponding to h1 = Z(a2) (the centralizer of a2 in g) and h2 = Z(a1),
respectively. But this is a contradiction since the groups Hi act reducibly on Vi.

Notation. In the following, we define the group Sp(n) as the group of norm-preser-
ving automorphisms of Hn and thus as a subgroup of G`(n,H). The Lie algebra of
Sp(n) is given as the set of skew-hermitian quaternionic n×n-matrices. We denote
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by H1⊗H2 the Kronecker product of two matrix Lie groups. We use the following
notation for various representation modules: Rµ, Cµ, Hµ denotes the standard
representation space of O(µ), U(µ) or Sp(µ), respectively. By Rµ×ν , Cµ×ν , Hµ×ν
we denote the space of µ × ν-matrices as representation spaces of O(µ) × O(ν),
U(µ) × U(ν) or O(µ) × Sp(ν), respectively, where the groups act by the tensor
product of the standard representations. We denote by Rµ×µ0 or Cµ×µ0 the space of
real or complex µ× µ-matrices with zero trace as representation spaces of O(µ) or
U(µ), respectively, where the groups act by conjugation. We assume that subgroups
of the classical groups are standardly embedded, e.g. by SO(m)× SO(n) we denote
the subgroup {(

A
B

)∣∣∣∣A ∈ SO(m), B ∈ SO(n)
}
⊂ SO(m + n).

2.3.1. Actions of SO(p)⊗ SO(q), SU(p)⊗ SU(q) and SO(p)⊗ Sp(q). We study the
following actions of H on G/K, where n ranges from 1 to bpq2 c:

(a) H = SO(p)⊗ SO(q), p ≥ 3, q ≥ 3, G/K = SO(pq)/SO(n)×SO(pq− n),
(b) H = SU(p)⊗ SU(q), p ≥ 3, q ≥ 2, G/K = SU(pq)/S(Un ×Upq−n),
(c) H = SO(p)⊗ Sp(q), p ≥ 3, q ≥ 1, G/K = Sp(pq)/Sp(n)×Sp(pq− n).

We will treat these three types of actions simultaneously.

Case 1. We start with the special case where n is a multiple of q, i.e.

n = `q, ` ∈ {1, . . . , bp
2
c}.(2.16)

In this case it is easy to determine the group H ∩K. The condition A ⊗ B ∈ K
implies that aµνB = aνµB = 0 if µ > ` and ν ≤ `, i.e.

A⊗B =



a11B . . . a1`B 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
a`1B . . . a``B 0 . . . 0

0 . . . 0 a`+1,`+1B . . . a`+1,pqB
...

...
...

...
0 . . . 0 apq,`+1B . . . apq,pqB


.

Since the matrices B are invertible it follows that:

(a) H ∩K = [S(O(`)×O(p− `))]⊗ SO(q),(2.17)

(b) H ∩K = [S(U(`) ×U(p− `))]⊗ SU(q),(2.18)

(c) H ∩K = [S(O(`)×O(p− `))]⊗ Sp(q).(2.19)

The slice representation is equivalent to the action of the adjoint representation of
G, restricted to H ∩K, on the invariant subspace h⊥ ∩ k⊥. In order to determine
h⊥ ∩ k⊥, we first compute the subalgebras h. One obtains the following matrix Lie
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algebras, where Iq denotes the q × q identity matrix:

(a)


 x11Iq . . . x1pIq

...
...

xp1Iq . . . xppIq


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ xij ∈ R
xij = −xji

+


 Y

. . .

Y


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Y ∈ so(q)

 ,

(b)


 x11Iq . . . x1pIq

...
...

xp1Iq . . . xppIq


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

xij ∈ C
xij = −x̄ji

+


 Y

. . .

Y


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Y ∈ su(q)

 ,

(c)


 x11Iq . . . x1pIq

...
...

xp1Iq . . . xppIq


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ xij ∈ R
xij = −xji

+


 Y

. . .

Y


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Y ∈ sp(q)

 .

Their orthogonal complements in so(pq), su(pq), sp(pq), respectively, are:

(a) h⊥ =


 X11 . . . X1p

...
...

Xp1 . . . Xpp


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Xij ∈ Rq×q trXij = 0,

Xij = −Xt
ji,

∑p
i=1Xii = 0

 ,

(b) h⊥ =


 X11 . . . X1p

...
...

Xp1 . . . Xpp


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Xij ∈ Cq×q, trXij = 0,

Xij = −X̄t
ji,

∑p
i=1Xii = 0

 ,

(c) h
⊥ =


 X11 . . . X1p

...
...

Xp1 . . . Xpp


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Xij ∈ Hq×q, <(trXij) = 0,

Xij = −X̄t
ji,

∑p
i=1Xii = 0

 .

Finally, we obtain the normal space at the identity element by intersection with k⊥:

h⊥ ∩ k⊥ =





X1,`+1 . . . X1p

...
...

X`,`+1 . . . X`p

−X̄t
1,`+1 . . . −X̄t

`,`+1
...

...
−X̄t

1p . . . −X̄t
`p


∈ h⊥


.(2.20)

From the above formulae one can determine the action of H ∩K on (2.20).
(a) It is easy to see that the H ∩K-module (2.20) is equivalent to R` ⊗Rp−` ⊗

Rq×q0 , where the third factor denotes the traceless real q × q-matrices. The action
of H ∩K = [S(O(`)×O(p− `))]⊗ SO(q) is given by the standard representations
of O(`) and O(p− `) on the first two factors and by conjugation with SO(q) on the
third. By [Dadok], none of these representations is polar for p, q ≥ 3.

(b) Here we have the action of H ∩K = [S(U(`)×U(p− `))]⊗ SU(q) on C` ⊗
Cp−` ⊗ Cq×q0 , which is not polar; see [Dadok].

(c) In this case (2.20) is equivalent to R` ⊗ Rp−` ⊗ U , where U denotes the
quaternionic q × q-matrices with imaginary trace. The Sp(q)-module U contains
the set of skew-hermitian quaternionic matrices sp(q) as an invariant subspace, thus
the action of Sp(q) by conjugation on this subspace is equivalent to the adjoint
representation. If q = 1, then U = =(H) and the action of Sp(1) is equivalent to
the standard representation of SO(3); then the slice representation is polar only
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if ` = 1. But in this case n = 1 and thus rk(G/K) = 1; on the other hand,
p ≥ 3 and therefore the cohomogeneity of the action is at least two. (The slice
representation is equivalent to the isotropy representation of the symmetric space
SO(p + 2)/SO(3)× SO(p− 1) in this case.) Thus the corresponding action of H on
G/K cannot be hyperpolar. If q ≥ 2 or ` ∈ {2, . . . , bp2c} the slice representation is
not polar by [Dadok].

Case 2. Consider the other special case where n is not a multiple of q, i.e.

n = ` q +m, ` ∈ {0, . . . , bp− 1
2
c}, m ∈ {1, . . . , q − 1}.(2.21)

Again, the group H ∩K is easily determined:

(a) H ∩K = [S(O(`)×O(1)×O(p− `− 1))]⊗ [S(O(m)×O(q−m))] ,
(b) H ∩K = [S(U(`) ×U(1)×U(p − `− 1))]⊗ [S(Um ×Uq−m)] ,
(c) H ∩K = [S(O(`)×O(1)×O(p− `− 1))]⊗ [Sp(m) × Sp(q−m)] .

We compute the normal space h⊥ ∩ k⊥:

h⊥ ∩ k⊥ =
{(

0 M
−M̄ t 0

)
∈ h⊥

}
,(2.22)

where M is the n× (pq − n)-matrix defined as follows:

M =



B1,`+1 A1,`+2 B1,`+2 . . . A1p B1p

D1,`+1 C1,`+2 D1,`+2 . . . C1p D1p

...
...

...
...

...
B`,`+1 A`,`+2 B`,`+2 . . . A`p B`p
D`,`+1 C`,`+2 D`,`+2 . . . C`p D`p

0 A`+1,`+2 B`+1,`+2 . . . A`+1,p B`+1,p


.(2.23)

Here Aij and Dij are m×m and (q−m)× (q−m)-matrices, respectively. We have
to distinguish the two cases where ` is zero and where ` is non-zero.

Case 2.1. Assume ` ≥ 1. Condition (2.21) implies p ≥ 3.
(a) In the case of the first action, the matrices Aij , Bij , Cij and Dij are real

matrices such that trA+trD = 0. From the form of the matrix (2.22), one can read
off the action of H∩K. The factor S(O(m)×O(q−m)) acts on the q×q-submatrices(

Aij Bij
Cij Dij

)
(2.24)

by conjugation, i.e. these submatrices correspond to the module

W = Rm×m0 ⊕ Rm×(q−m) ⊕ R(q−m)×m ⊕ R(q−m)×(q−m)
0 ⊕ R,(2.25)

where the first four summands correspond to the submatrices Aij , Bij , Cij and
Dij , respectively, and the summand R corresponds to trA = −trD. On the other
hand, consider the module

V = R` ⊗ Rp−`−1(2.26)

of O(`)×O(p− `− 1). The slice representation contains as a summand the H ∩K-
module V ⊗W , as can be seen from (2.22) and (2.23). But the module W contains
two equivalent summands isomorphic to Rm×(q−m) of the group S(O(m)×O(q−m)),
thus by Lemma 2.9 the action on V ⊗W is not polar.
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(b) and (c) An analogous argument as in case (a) shows that the slice repre-
sentation is not polar by Lemma 2.9.

Case 2.2. Now we consider the case ` = 0, where the matrix M has the form

M =
(

0 A12 B12 . . . A1p B1p

)
,(2.27)

where in case (a): A1j ∈ Rm×m0 , B1j ∈ Rm×(q−m); in case (b): A1j ∈ Cm×m0 ,
B1j ∈ Cm×(q−m) and in case (c): A1j ∈ Hm×m, <(trA1j) = 0, B1j ∈ Hm×(q−m).

(a) The slice representation is equivalent to

(Rm×m0 ⊕ Rm×(q−m))⊗ Rp−1,(2.28)

This is a polar representation iff m = 1, i.e. n = 1; see [Dadok]. But if n = 1 we
have rk(G/K) = 1 and the H-action can only be hyperpolar if its cohomogeneity is
one, which is not the case if p, q ≥ 3, as we assumed.

(b) For the SU(p)⊗SU(q)-action on SU(pq)/S(Un×Upq−n), the slice represen-
tation is equivalent to the action of S(Um ×Uq−m)⊗ S(U1 ×Up−1) on

(Cm×m0 ⊕ Cm×(q−m))⊗ Cp−1.(2.29)

By [Dadok], the action on (2.29) is polar iff m = 1, i.e. n = 1; again the corre-
sponding H-action on G/K can only be hyperpolar if its cohomogeneity is one; this
is the case only if q = 2.

(c) In the case of the SO(p) ⊗ Sp(q)-action on Sp(pq)/Sp(n)×Sp(pq − n), the
slice representation is equivalent to the action of SO(p− 1)⊗ [Sp(m)× Sp(q−m)]
on

(U ⊕Hm×(q−m))⊗ Rp−1,(2.30)

where U denotes the quaternionic m×m-matrices with imaginary trace. In (2.30),
the invariant subspace Hm×(q−m) ⊗ Rp−1 is a polar representation only if m = 1
and q = 2; see [Dadok]. Now from m = 1 it follows that rk(G/K) = 1, thus if
the H-action on G/K is hyperpolar, it must have cohomogeneity one; but (2.30) is
reducible, so the cohomogeneity is at least two.

Result. The actions (a) and (c) are not hyperpolar. Action (b) is hyperpolar
only in the case of the SU(p)⊗ SU(2)-action on CP2p−1.

2.3.2. Actions of Sp(p) ⊗ Sp(q). In the following we will determine for which p, q
and n the actions of H on G/K, where

H = Sp(p)⊗ Sp(q), p ≥ 2, q ≥ 1, G/K = SO(4pq)/SO(n)×SO(4pq− n)

are hyperpolar. In order to describe the subgroup H = Sp(p) ⊗ Sp(q) ⊂ SO(4pq)
explicitly, we use the isomorphism of real algebras

H⊗R H ∼= R(4),(2.31)

where R(4) denotes the algebra of real 4 × 4-matrices. This isomorphism may be
defined as follows: (H = R4 = R⊕ Ri⊕ Rj ⊕ Rk)

H⊗R H → R(4)
u⊗ v 7→ (q 7→ uqv̄), u, v, q ∈ H.
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We will use this isomorphism to express real 4×4-matrices as elements ofH⊗RH, e.g.
we write u⊗ 1 or 1⊗ ū for the matrices in R(4) given as left or right multiplication
by u ∈ H. Using this convention, the subgroup H may be written as follows:

H =


 M11 . . . M1p

...
...

Mp1 . . . Mpp


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Mµν =

 aµν ⊗ b11 . . . aµν ⊗ b1q
...

...
aµν ⊗ bq1 . . . aµν ⊗ bqq

 ,

 a11 . . . a1p

...
...

ap1 . . . app

 ∈ Sp(p),

 b11 . . . b1q
...

...
bq1 . . . bqq

 ∈ Sp(q)

 .

(2.32)

From this, one gets the orthogonal complement of its Lie algebra

h⊥ =


 X11 . . . X1p

...
...

Xp1 . . . Xpp

 ∈ so(4pq)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Xµν ∈ R(4)q×q,
trXµν ∈ 〈H ⊗=(H)〉∑p

µ=1Xµµ ∈ 〈=(H)⊗H〉q×q

 .

(2.33)

Note that in the formulae above the matrices Mµν and Xµν are considered as q× q
matrices with entries from H ⊗R H = R(4). In particular, the trace of such a
matrix is also an element of R(4). (Alternatively, they could be viewed as real
4q × 4q-matrices.) Here we used the abbreviation e.g.

〈H ⊗=(H)〉 = spanR{u⊗ v| u ∈ H, v ∈ =(H)}.(2.34)

Case 1. We begin with the special case where n is divisible by 4q, i.e.

n = 4`q, ` ∈ {1, . . . , bp
2
c}.(2.35)

Then the isotropy group of eK is

H ∩K = [Sp(`)× Sp(p − `)]⊗ Sp(q)(2.36)

and the normal space h⊥ ∩ k⊥ has the form (2.20), where in this case h⊥ is given
by (2.33). The H ∩K-module h⊥ ∩ k⊥ is isomorphic to the real vector space

H`×(p−`) ⊗R U,(2.37)

where U denotes the quaternionic q × q-matrices with imaginary trace. The group
H ∩ K acts on (2.37) by the tensor product of the standard representations of
Sp(`)× Sp(p− `) on the first factor and by conjugation with matrices in Sp(q) on
the second factor. By [Dadok], the only such representation that is polar is the
case p = 2, ` = 1, q = 1, which corresponds to the action of H = Sp(1)⊗ Sp(2) on
G/K = SO(8)/SO(4)× SO(4). But here both subgroups are symmetric, so in this
case we have a Hermann action.

Case 2. Now assume n is a multiple of 4, but not of 4q, i.e.

n = 4(`q +m), ` ∈ {0, . . . , bp− 1
2
c}, m ∈ {1, . . . , q − 1}.(2.38)

In particular, it follows that q ≥ 2. Then from (2.32), one can read off the isotropy
group at eK to be

H ∩K = [Sp(`)× Sp(1)× Sp(p− `− 1)]⊗ [Sp(m)× Sp(q−m)].(2.39)
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Case 2.1. If ` ≥ 1, then (2.38) implies p ≥ 3. In this case the slice representa-
tion contains two equivalent summands and is not polar by Lemma 2.9 (cf. 2.3.1,
Case 2.1).

Case 2.2. If ` = 0, then

H ∩K = [Sp(1)× Sp(p− 1)]⊗ [Sp(m)× Sp(q−m)](2.40)

acts on one summand of the slice representation by the tensor product of all four
factors. Following [Dadok], the only such polar representation is SO(4) ⊗ SO(4),
i.e. p = 2, m = 1, q = 2, but the corresponding action of H = Sp(2) ⊗ Sp(2) on
G/K = SO(16)/SO(4)× SO(12) cannot be hyperpolar because dim(H) = 20 and
dim(G/K) = 48, thus the cohomogeneity is at least 28.

Case 3. Finally, we have to consider the case where n is not divisible by 4, i.e.
assume

n = 4(`q +m) + κ, ` ∈ {0, . . . , bp− 1
2
c},

m ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}, κ ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
(2.41)

In this case, one obtains H ∩K is equal to


 P

u
Q

⊗
 R

v
S

∣∣∣∣∣∣
P ∈ Sp(`), R ∈ Sp(m), u, v ∈ Sp(1),
u⊗ v ∈ S(O(κ)×O(4− κ))
Q ∈ Sp(p− `− 1), S ∈ Sp(q−m− 1)

 .

(2.42)

Case 3.1. If ` ≥ 1, the slice representation is not polar by Lemma 2.9 (cf. Case 2.1
in 2.3.1).

Case 3.2. Assume ` = 0.

Case 3.2.1. Assume further q = 1. It follows from (2.41) that n = 1, 2 or 3.
n = 1. It is well-known that the group H = Sp(p) ⊗ Sp(1) acts transitively on

the (4p− 1)-dimensional sphere G/K = SO(4p)/SO(4p− 1).
n = 2. In this paragraph we will show that H = Sp(p) ⊗ Sp(1) ⊂ SO(4p) acts

on the Grassmannian G/K = SO(4p)/SO(2) × SO(4p − 2) with cohomogeneity
one and thus hyperpolarly. We show this by considering the action of H on the
Stiefel manifold V2(R4p) = SO(4p)/SO(4p− 2) of orthonormal two-frames in R4p.
Consider first the action of H on R4p, which corresponds to the case n = 1, i.e.
the transitive action on the unit sphere. By (2.42), the isotropy group of the first
canonical basis vector e1 ∈ R4p is

H ∩K =
{(

u
Q

)
⊗ (v)

∣∣∣∣ Q ∈ Sp(p− 1), u, v ∈ Sp(1),
u⊗ v ∈ S(O(1)×O(3))

}
.(2.43)

This group acts with cohomogeneity one on the unit sphere in {e1}⊥ ⊂ R4p, thus
with cohomogeneity one on V2(R4p). Now it follows that the action of H on the
Grassmannian G/K = SO(4p)/SO(2)× SO(4p− 2) must have cohomogeneity one
or be transitive, but it is known that the action is non-transitive; see [On1]. Thus
we have found a cohomogeneity one action that is not a Hermann action.
n = 3. Here we have to consider the action of H = Sp(p) ⊗ Sp(1) on G/K =

SO(4p)/SO(3) × SO(4p − 3). We will compute the slice representation at eK in
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order to decide if this action is polar. We may assume p ≥ 3 because for p = 2 we
have a Hermann action. From (2.42), we have

H ∩K =
{(

u
Q

)
⊗ (v)

∣∣∣∣ Q ∈ Sp(p− 1), u, v ∈ Sp(1),
u⊗ v ∈ S(O(3)×O(1))

}
.(2.44)

From the dimension of H , G/K and H ∩K we compute dim(h⊥ ∩ k⊥) = 8(p− 1).
Now consider the group{(

A
B

)∣∣∣∣ A ∈ S(O(3)×O(1)),
B ∈ Sp(p− 1)⊗ Sp(1)

}
⊂ SO(4p),(2.45)

which contains H ∩K. The group (2.45) acts on the space of matrices

k⊥ =
{(

0 X
−Xt 0

)∣∣∣∣X ∈ R3×(4p−3)

}
(2.46)

by conjugation. If we restrict this action to the subgroup H∩K, the representation
space (2.46) will split into a direct sum, which contains the slice representation of
H∩K on h⊥∩k⊥ as a summand. To identify h⊥∩k⊥, we make the following remark.
Consider the complex representation of Sp(1) which is the tensor product of the
standard representation (highest weight (1)) by the adjoint representation (highest
weight (2)). This representation has complex dimension 2 × 3 = 6. It contains
as an irreducible summand the representation of highest weight (3) and complex
dimension 4. From this, it follows that (2.46), if restricted to H ∩K, contains as
an irreducible summand the tensor product of the 4-dimensional representation of
Sp(1) by the standard representation of Sp(p− 1). This module has real dimension
8(p−1) and must therefore be equal to h⊥∩k⊥ by a dimension count. By [Dadok],
this is not a polar representation.

Case 3.2.2. Consider the case where q ≥ 2.
n = 1. We have the action of H on the sphere S4pq−1 ⊂ R4pq. Recall that this

action is equivalent to the isotropy representation of Sp(p + q)/Sp(p) × Sp(q). It
can only be hyperpolar if it is of cohomogeneity one, which is the case iff p = 2 or
q = 2.
n = 2 or 3. It can be deduced from (2.33) that h⊥ ∩ k⊥ contains as a direct

summand the module

R2 ⊗H(p−1)×(q−1) or R3 ⊗H(p−1)×(q−1)(2.47)

of the group H ∩K, which is locally isomorphic to SO(2)2× Sp(p− 1)× Sp(q− 1),
if n = 2, or SO(3) × Sp(p − 1) × Sp(q − 1), if n = 3, respectively. By [Dadok],
these representations are not polar if p ≥ 3 or q ≥ 3. The case p = 2 = q may be
excluded by dimension conditions.
n > 4. The slice representation is not polar by Lemma 2.9.

Result. The action of Sp(p) ⊗ Sp(q) on the Grassmannian SO(4pq)/SO(n) ×
SO(4pq− n) is hyperpolar iff

• pq = 2 (Hermann action on SO(8)),
• min(p, q) = 2 and n = 1 (isotropy representation of a rank two symmetric

space acting on a sphere), or
• min(p, q) = 1, pq 6= 1 and n = 2.
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2.3.3. The Action of Spin(9) on G3(R16). In the following we will show that the ac-
tion of H = Spin(9) on the Grassmannian of 3-planes in R16, denoted by G3(R16) ∼=
SO(16)/SO(3)× SO(13) = G/K, is not hyperpolar. This fact cannot be proved by
computing or estimating the cohomogeneity of the action, because the cohomo-
geneity is 3 = rk(G3(R16)). Therefore, we need an explicit description of the spin
representation of so(9) in order to determine a slice representation. We will prove
that this slice representation is not polar, thus the action of Spin(9) on G3(R16) is
not (hyper)polar.

For the construction of the spin representation see [LM], Chapter I. Using the
formulae given there, one can explicitly write the natural embedding

R8 ↪→ C`8 ∼= R(16)(2.48)

for an orthonormal basis e1, . . . , e8 of R8. By a suitable choice of basis elements,
we may assume that the images of e2, . . . , e8 are in

(
R(8) 0

0 R(8)

)
, whereas the image

of e1 lies in
(

0 R(8)
R(8) 0

)
.

The map so(9) ↪→ C`8 is given by

ei ∧ ej 7→
{

1
2ei · ej, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 8;

1
2ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ 8, j = 9.(2.49)

In particular, for elements of the form e1 ∧ v, v ∈ R9 we have

e1 ∧ (x2e2 + · · ·+ x9e9) 7→ 1
2
e1 · (x2e2 + · · ·+ x8e8 + x9).(2.50)

A non-zero element e1 · (x2e2 + · · ·+x8e8 +x9) ∈ C`8 is invertible, its inverse being

e1 · (−x2e2 − · · · − x8e8 − x9)/(x2
2 + · · ·+ x2

9).

But these elements are mapped to
(

0 R(8)
R(8) 0

)
, thus they are not contained in k =

so(3)⊕so(13), because otherwise the first three rows of the matrix representation of
these elements were zero, which contradicts the fact that the matrices are invertible.
From this, it follows that h ∩ k is contained in the subalgebra spin(8) ⊂ spin(9),
spanned by the elements ei ∧ ej , where 2 ≤ i < j ≤ 9.

Furthermore, this subalgebra is the Lie algebra of a subgroup Spin(8) ⊂ Spin(9),
given by the direct sum of two 8-dimensional inequivalent representations of Spin(8),
i.e. as a subgroup of SO(16), Spin(8) is given by

Spin(8) ↪→ SO(16), g 7→
(
φ1(g) 0

0 φ2(g)

)
,(2.51)

where φ1 and φ2 are two inequivalent, non-trivial 8-dimensional representations of
Spin(8). From (2.51) it follows that H∩K = φ−1

1 (S(O(3)×O(5))) ⊂ Spin(8). Since
φ2 is inequivalent to φ1, it follows that φ2(H∩K)0 = Sp(1)⊗Sp(2) or Sp(2)⊗Sp(1);
see 3.1.2.

It remains to determine the representation module h⊥ ∩ k⊥ of H ∩ K. Since
dim(H ∩K) = 13, we already know that dim(h⊥ ∩ k⊥) = 16. Consider the space

k⊥ =


 0 N M
−N t 0 0
−M t 0 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ N ∈ R
3×5,

M ∈ R3×8

 .(2.52)
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Since h contains the subalgebra spin(8) as described above, it is clear that N = 0
in (2.52) for elements of h⊥ ∩ k⊥. Thus, h⊥ ∩ k⊥ is a subspace of{(

0 M
−M t 0

)∣∣∣∣M ∈ R3×8

}
(2.53)

and (H ∩K)0 is a subgroup of{(
A

B

)∣∣∣∣ A ∈ SO(3)× SO(5),
B ∈ Sp(1)⊗ Sp(2) ⊂ SO(8)

}
which acts on (2.53) by conjugation. A dimension count shows that the slice repre-
sentation is equivalent to the tensor product of the 4-dimensional irreducible rep-
resentation of Sp(1) and the standard representation of Sp(2). This representation
is not polar by [Dadok].

2.4. The Classification. We start with the classification of the hyperpolar actions
on the classical Lie groups. Let G be a classical Lie group G = SO(n), SU(n) or
Sp(n). By Lemma 2.8 it is sufficient to consider such pairs (H, K) of subgroups of
G, where K ⊂ G is a symmetric subgroup (with one exception). The corresponding
symmetric spaces G/K are the real, complex and quaternionic Grassmannians and
the spaces

SO(2m)/U(m), SU(n)/SO(n), SU(2m)/Sp(m), Sp(n)/U(n).(2.54)

By Theorem 2.2, the maximal subgroups of the classical groups are either sym-
metric subgroups, certain tensor products or simple irreducible subgroups. The
symmetric subgroups lead to Hermann actions and the tensor product actions on
Grassmannians were already discussed. By Lemma 2.8, the tensor product actions
on the spaces (2.54) are not hyperpolar.

Thus it remains to consider the simple irreducible subgroups H of SO(n), SU(n)
and Sp(n), which are given by irreducible representations of the real, complex or
quaternionic type, respectively. Fortunately, we do not have to consider the actions
of H ⊂ G on all quotients G/K by symmetric subgroups K ⊂ G, because of the
following remark: In the case where M = G/K is a symmetric space, (2.3) is a
necessary condition for hyperpolar actions. But for the Grassmannians we have the
following inequality, where we define ν(M) ≡ dim(M)− rk(M):

ν(Gk(Kn)) ≤ ν(G`(Kn)) if 1 ≤ k < ` ≤ n
2
,(2.55)

where K = R, C or H. In most cases, condition (2.3) is violated already for G/K =
G1(Kn) or G2(Kn), and hence, by inequality (2.55), also for the Grassmannians of
higher rank. Further, in many cases it follows from Lemma 2.8 that H does not
act hyperpolarly on the spaces (2.54).

In some cases, H × K acts transitively on G. Then we have to consider the
actions of maximal connected subgroups of H×K on G. This will be done in 2.4.5.

2.4.1. Hyperpolar Actions on SO(n) (n ≥ 7). We will now consider the H × K-
actions on SO(n), where H and K are maximal connected subgroups of SO(n). By
Lemma 2.8 we may assume that K is a symmetric subgroup or K = G2 ⊂ SO(7).
We take the maximal connected subgroups H ⊂ SO(n) from Theorem 2.2. In all
five cases, we will decide which of the corresponding subgroups act hyperpolarly on
SO(n)/SO(m)×SO(n−m) or SO(n)/U(n

2 ). Actions on SO(7)/G2 will be considered
at the end of 2.4.1.
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We start with the subgroups of type (i) and (iii). They are symmetric and one
obtains Hermann actions in these cases.

The actions of the subgroups (ii) and (iv) on the real Grassmannians were already
investigated in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Lemma 2.8 shows that they do not act hyperpolarly
on SO(n)/U(n

2 ).
It remains the case of irreducible simple subgroups, i.e. the subgroups of type

(v). The ones that are not a priori excluded because their dimensions are too low
are given in Lemma 2.6.

From Lemma 2.8 it follows that we only have to study the actions of these groups
on the Grassmannians SO(n)/SO(k)×SO(n−k). We will now consider case-by-case
each of these simple irreducible subgroups; they are given by the table in part i) of
Lemma 2.8. With each of these subgroups H ⊂ SO(n) we proceed as follows.

We start by considering the action of H on G1(Rn) = SO(n)/SO(n − 1), i.e.
on the sphere. Since the spheres are rank one symmetric spaces, these actions are
hyperpolar iff H acts with cohomogeneity one. It is well known that in this case H
is given by the isotropy representation of a rank-two symmetric space; see [Dadok].

Then we move on to the Grassmannians of two-planes G2(Rn) = SO(n)/SO(n−
2) × SO(2). In all but two cases it follows already from the dimension condition
(2.3) that H does not act hyperpolarly on G2(Rn), and hence, by (2.55), also not
on the other Grassmannians G3(Rn), . . . ,Gb n

2 c(R
n). The two remaining cases are

• F4 on G2(R26),
• Spin(9) on G2(R16).

The second action has cohomogeneity one. This may be seen as follows: It is
well-known that Spin(9) acts transitively on the unit sphere in R16, where the
isotropy group is Spin(7) ⊂ Spin(8) ⊂ Spin(9); see e.g. [HsHs]. The subgroup
Spin(8) ⊂ SO(16) is given by the sum of the two half-spin representations. Thus
we may assume that Spin(7), as the isotropy group of the first canonical basis vector
e1 ∈ R16 is given by the representation

N⊕ %1 ⊕ %3,

where N denotes a one-dimensional trivial representation, %1 is the 7-dimensional
standard representation, and %3 is the 8-dimensional spin representation of Spin(7).
This group acts with cohomogeneity one on the unit sphere in {e1}⊥, its principal
orbits being cartesian products of 6-spheres by 7-spheres. This shows that Spin(9)
acts with cohomogeneity one on the space of pairs of orthogonal unit vectors in
R16, i.e. on the Stiefel manifold V2(R16). Since the action of Spin(9) on G2(R16) is
not transitive (see [On1]) it must be of cohomogeneity one.

Now consider the action of F4 on G2(R26). We will show that this action is
not hyperpolar because its cohomogeneity is greater than or equal to 3. Consider
the subgroup Spin(8) ⊂ Spin(9) ⊂ F4. If the action of F4 on R26 is restricted to
Spin(8), a two-dimensional subspace V ⊂ R26 is left invariant, because the only
irreducible representations of Spin(8) whose degree is less than or equal to 26, are
the 8-dimensional representations. Let us determine the connected component of
the isotropy group (HV )0 of V ∈ G2(R26) in H = F4. Since HV contains Spin(8),
its rank is 4. Thus it is itself contained in one of the maximal connected subgroups
of F4 of maximal rank. These are given, e.g. in [On2], Chapter 1, §3, Theorem 16,
pp. 63–64:

Sp(1) · Sp(3), SU(3) · SU(3), Spin(9).
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The only possibility is (HV )0 ⊆ Spin(9), since (HV )0 contains the 28-dimensional
subgroup Spin(8). Now we have Spin(8) ⊆ (HV)0 ⊆ Spin(9). But Spin(8) ⊂ Spin(9)
is a maximal connected subgroup, thus either (HV )0 = Spin(8) or (HV )0 = Spin(9).
But from Table 25, p. 199, in [Dyn1] one can read off that F4 ⊂ SO(26), restricted
to Spin(9) acts on R26 by the representation

%1 ⊕ %4 ⊕ N

where %1 is the 9-dimensional standard representation, %4 is the 16-dimensional spin
representation of Spin(9) and N denotes a one-dimensional trivial representation.
Hence Spin(9) does not leave invariant the two-dimensional subspace V . Thus
(HV )0 = Spin(8) and the normal space to the orbit of the F4-action on G2(R26)
in V is 24-dimensional. From the low-dimensional representations of Spin(8) it is
clear that Spin(8) acts at least with cohomogeneity 3 on the normal space.

Now we move on to actions of the two groups given above on Grassmannians of
three-planes. It is clear from (2.3) that F4 cannot act hyperpolarly on G3(R26).
The action of Spin(9) on G3(R16) was shown not to be hyperpolar in 2.3.3. Now it
follows again from (2.3) and (2.55) that there can be no hyperpolar action of these
groups on the Grassmannians of higher rank.

Actions on SO(7). We also have to check if actions of maximal connected subgroups
of SO(7) act hyperpolarly on SO(7)/G2; see Lemma 2.8. The maximal connected
subgroups of SO(7) not excluded by (2.3) are, by Theorem 2.2 and the Appendix:

SO(6), SO(5)× SO(2), SO(4)× SO(3), G2.

The first two groups act transitively on SO(7)/G2.
The group SO(4)× SO(3) acts with cohomogeneity one on SO(7)/G2. This can

be seen as follows: Consider the action of G2 on the Stiefel manifold V3(R7). It is
well-known that G2 acts transitively on the Stiefel manifold V2(R7) (see [On1]); the
isotropy group of (e1, e2) ∈ V2(R7) under this action is SU(2) ⊂ SU(3) ⊂ G2. The
group SU(2) acts on the unit sphere in {e1, e2}⊥ ∼= R5 with cohomogeneity one.
From this, it follows that G2 acts on V3(R7) with cohomogeneity one, and since G2

does not act transitively on G3(R7) (see [On1]) it acts with cohomogeneity one.
Finally, the action of G2 on S7 = SO(7)/G2 is of cohomogeneity one; see

[HPTT2].

2.4.2. Hyperpolar Actions on SU(n) (n ≥ 2). We proceed in the same way as
in 2.4.1. By Lemma 2.8, we only have to consider the actions of maximal con-
nected subgroups H on the spaces SU(n)/K, where K ⊂ SU(n) is a symmetric
subgroup, i.e. on the complex Grassmannians and on the spaces SU(n)/SO(n) and
SU(n)/Sp(n

2 ). The maximal connected subgroups H ⊂ SU(n) are given in Theorem
2.2.

The subgroups (i), (ii) and (iii) correspond to the various Hermann actions on
SU(n).

Case (iv) is treated in 2.3.1.
It remains to study the actions of certain simple irreducible subgroups. The

actions given by Lemma 2.6, part iv), can be shown not to act hyperpolarly by
condition (2.3).

The remaining subgroups are described in Lemma 2.6, case ii), i.e. up to a U(1)-
factor, they are isotropy actions of Hermitian symmetric spaces. By (2.3) and
(2.55), we only have to consider the actions of these groups on complex projective
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space G1(Cn). It is clear that the cohomogeneity of these actions is the rank of the
corresponding symmetric space minus one. Since rk(G1(Cn)) = 1, these actions are
only hyperpolar if they are of cohomogeneity one, i.e. if they come from isotropy
actions of rank two symmetric spaces; cf. [Takagi].

2.4.3. Hyperpolar Actions on Sp(n) (n ≥ 2). Consider the maximal connected sub-
groups H ⊂ Sp(n) given in Theorem 2.2. We will decide if they act hyperpolarly
on the spaces Sp(n)/K, where K is a symmetric subgroup, i.e. on the quaternionic
Grassmannians and on the spaces Sp(n)/U(n).

Subgroups i) and ii) correspond to Hermann actions; the subgroups of type iii)
were studied in 2.3.1.

It remains the case of simple subgroups given by irreducible representations of
quaternionic type; see Lemma 2.6. With the exception of the spin representation of
B5, which can be excluded by condition (2.3), these representations are as described
in Lemma 2.6, case iii), i.e. up to a Sp(1)-factor, they are isotropy representations
of Quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces. These isotropy representations may be
thought of as quaternionic matrices acting on the space of column vectorsHn by left
multiplication, whereas the group Sp(1) acts by right multiplication. Quaternionic
projective space HPn−1 is defined as the quotient of the sphere S4n−1 ⊂ Hn by the
equivalence relation

v ∼ w iff there exists q ∈ Sp(1), such that v = wq.(2.56)

From this, it follows that the cohomogeneity of the H-action on HPn−1 is equal to
the rank of the corresponding symmetric space minus one. Thus we have a hyper-
polar action if H is given by the isotropy representation of a rank two Quaternion-
Kähler symmetric space which (for simple H) is the case only for the isotropy
representation of G2/SO(4); cf. [D’Atri]. By (2.3) and (2.55), the actions of the
simple irreducible subgroups on the other Grassmannians are not hyperpolar.

2.4.4. Hyperpolar Actions on the Exceptional Lie Groups. To find all the hyperpolar
actions on the exceptional Lie groups, we follow the same steps as in the case of the
classical groups. Let G be an exceptional Lie group, i.e. G = E6, E7, E8, F4, G2.
From Table 3 we take the maximal dimension of a proper closed subgroup of G.
From (2.5) we obtain a lower bound on the dimensions of subgroups H and K:
We only have to consider maximal subgroups of E6, E7, E8, F4, and G2 whose
dimensions are greater than or equal to 20, 47, 104, 12 or 4, respectively. These
subgroups may be taken from [Dyn1], Table 12, p. 150, Table 12a, p. 151 and
[On2], §3, Thm. 16. They are

G Subgroups

E6 SU(6)·SU(2), Spin(10)·SO(2), C1
4, F1

4, SU(3) · SU(3) · SU(3),G1
2 · A2

2
′′

E7 SO′(12)·SU(2), SU(8)/{±1}, E6·U(1), F1
4·A3

1
′′

E8 SO′(16), E7·SU(2)

F4 Sp(3)·Sp(1), SU(3)·SU(3), Spin(9), G1
2·A8

1

G2 SU(3), SO(4)

(2.57)
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Actions on E6. The only action that is neither a Hermann action nor excluded by
dimension conditions is the action of H = SU(3) · SU(3) · SU(3) on G/K = E6/F4.
If this action is hyperpolar, it is of cohomogeneity two because dim(SU(3) · SU(3) ·
SU(3)) = 24, dim(E6/F4) = 26 and rk(E6/F4) = 2. By conjugation, we may
assume that rk(H ∩K) = 4. Since the Lie algebra h ∩ k is a subalgebra of h = 3a2,
it is isomorphic to

kR⊕ `a1 ⊕ma2, where k + `+ 2m = 4.

From this it follows that the dimension of the slice representation of h ∩ k is k +
3` + 8m + 2. It may be easily verified that there is no such representation of
cohomogeneity two.

Actions on E7. In the case G = E7, the only non-symmetric subgroup in (2.57)
is H = F1

4·A3
1
′′. By the dimension condition (2.3), all actions of this group on

quotients of E7 are excluded, except the action on G/K = E7/E6·U(1). We will
show that this action is not hyperpolar by considering a slice representation. First
we determine the isotropy group of the identity element, H ∩ K. From Table 25
in [Dyn1], p. 204, one sees that, after conjugation, the group F1

4 is contained
in the subgroup E6. Thus we may assume F1

4 ⊆ H ∩ K. On the other hand,
H ∩ K 6= F1

4·A3
1
′′, because K ⊂ G is maximal connected. Hence (H ∩K)0 = F1

4

or F1
4·U(1) and the normal space at the identity element is 51- or 52-dimensional,

respectively. But by [Dadok], the only suitable polar representation of H∩K is the
adjoint representation of F4, which is of cohomogeneity 4 > rk(E7/E6·U(1)) = 3.
Thus the action is not hyperpolar.

Actions on E8. Since the subgroups of E8 listed in (2.57) are both symmetric, we
conclude that all hyperpolar actions on E8 are Hermann actions or σ-actions.

Actions on F4. We only have to check if the actions of H = G1
2·A8

1 or SU(3) ·SU(3)
on G/K = F4/Spin(9) are hyperpolar, because the other combinations are either
Hermann actions or can be excluded by the dimension condition (2.4).

First let H = G1
2·A8

1. By an analogous argument as in the preceding paragraph,
one may assume that H∩K = G1

2 or G1
2·U(1); see Table 25 in [Dyn1], p. 199. Thus

the normal space is 13- or 14-dimensional, respectively. But there is no suitable
representation of H ∩ K of cohomogeneity one. Thus the cohomogeneity of the
H-action on G/K is at least two and hence the H-action is not hyperpolar.

Now let H = SU(3) ·SU(3), K = Spin(9), G = F4. Consider the action of H×K
on G. If this action is hyperpolar, it is of cohomogeneity one because rk(G/K) = 1.
Both subgroups H and K are subgroups of maximal rank in G, thus one may
assume that they have a common maximal torus. From this it follows that the root
systems of H and K are subsets of the root system of G; see [On2], §3, Theorem
16. In this case it is easy to determine the Lie algebra h ∩ k of the stabilizer of
e ∈ G: Its complexification (h ∩ k)C ⊂ gC is spanned by the complexification of the
Cartan subalgebra and those root spaces which correspond to the roots that are in
the intersection of the root systems of h and k. We may take the positive roots of
F4 from [Tits] and the root subsystems of h and k from [On2], §3, Theorem 16.
We obtain dim(h∩ k) and from this dim(h⊥ ∩ k⊥). It follows from the classification
of the groups transitive on spheres that H ∩ K does not act with cohomogeneity
one on h⊥ ∩ k⊥. Hence the H ×K-action on G is not hyperpolar.
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Actions on G2. It is well-known that the action of SU(3) on G2/SU(3) is of coho-
mogeneity one; see e.g. [HPTT2].

Finally, it is easy to see that the action of H = SO(4) on G/K = G2/SU(3) = S6

is of cohomogeneity one.

2.4.5. Transitive Subgroups. We will now consider maximal subgroups of transitive
subgroups. In [On1], all pairs (H, K) of proper connected subgroups of the con-
nected simple Lie groups G such that G = H ·K were classified. The result may
be summarized by Table 4.

No. H G K

1. Sp(n) SU(2n) S(U2n−1 ×U1)
2. SO(2n− 1) SO(2n) U(n)
3. SO(4n− 1) SO(4n) Sp(n)·Sp(1)
4. G2 SO(7) SO(6)
5. G2 SO(7) SO(5)× SO(2)
6. Spin(7) SO(8) SO(7)
7. Spin(9) SO(16) SO(15)

Table 4. Transitive actions

Remarks. In the table, only the maximal connected subgroups H , K having the
property G = H · K are given. The complete list may be obtained as follows:
If the group K is a product of a group K ′ by a U(1)- or Sp(1)-factor, then also
G = H · K ′; cf. Theorem 4.1 in [On1]. The transitive actions are given only up
to local conjugacy. Note that since the condition (2.4) is obviously satisfied for
transitive actions, all transitive subgroups are found by our approach, i.e. we have
actually reproved the result of [On1] by our method.

We proceed as follows: For each transitive action of H ×K on G in Table 4, we
determine the maximal connected subgroups of H ×K by Theorem 2.1. If h 6∼= k,
Theorem 2.1 shows that the maximal connected subgroups of H × K are of the
form Ĥ × K or H × K̂, where Ĥ and K̂ are maximal connected subgroups of H
and K, respectively. If h ∼= k, there are also “diagonal” subgroups.

In many cases, a maximal connected subgroup U ⊂ H×K is contained in a non-
transitive subgroup U ′ ⊂ G×G and thus is not a maximal connected non-transitive
subgroup of G×G. We will treat the rows of Table 4 case-by-case.

1.a) Let H = Sp(n), G = SU(2n), K = S(U2n−1 × U1). The group H acts
transitively on the complex projective space G/K with isotropy group Sp (n− 1) ·
U(1); see [On1]. Thus G/K ∼= Sp(n)/Sp(n − 1) · U(1). Assume Ĥ is a maximal
connected subgroup of H , which acts hyperpolarly onG/K, i.e. with cohomogeneity
one. Since Sp(n−1) ·U(1) ⊂ Sp(n−1)×Sp(1), it follows that Ĥ also acts on HPn−1

with cohomogeneity one or transitively. But, by Table 4, there are no transitive
actions on HPn−1 besides the standard action of Sp(n) and thus we have found all
cohomogeneity one actions on HPn−1 = Sp(n)/Sp(1)×Sp(n − 1) already in 2.4.3,
they are: the Hermann actions of Sp(k)×Sp(n − k) and U(n), and an action given
by the 4-dimensional irreducible representation of A1. The first two groups are
contained in reducible symmetric subgroups of G, which do not act transitively on
G/K. The third group may be excluded because its dimension is too low.
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1.b) Now consider the connected subgroups of K that act non-transitively on
G/H and are maximal with respect to this property. They are of the form K ′ ·U(1),
where K ′ ⊂ SU(2n − 1) is a maximal connected subgroup. It is easy to verify
that if inequality (2.13) holds for K ′, i.e. if dimK ′ < 1

2 (2n− 1)2 − (2n − 1), then
K ′ · U(1) cannot act hyperpolarly on G/H . Hence, by Lemma 2.8, part iv), we
only have to consider symmetric subgroups K ′ ⊂ SU(2n−1), i.e. S(Uk×U2n−1−k),
1 ≤ k < n and SO(2n − 1). But these groups are contained in the symmetric
subgroups S(Uk+1 ×U2n−1−k) or SO(2n), respectively, of G = SU(2n).

2.a) LetK = U(n), G/H = SO(2n)/SO(2n−1). We have to find those subgroups
K ′ of K which act with cohomogeneity one on the sphere. It is well-known that
such actions are given by isotropy representations of rank-two symmetric spaces, if
K ′ is not contained in another subgroup of K which has the same orbits.

2.b) Now consider G/K = SO(2n)/U(n). We have to determine the maximal
connected subgroups of H = SO(2n − 1) that act hyperpolarly on G/K. By an
analogous argument as in 1.b), we only have to consider the subgroups of SO(2n−1)
given by Lemma 2.8, part iv): SO(k) × SO(2n − 1 − k), 1 ≤ k < n and G2 ⊂
SO(7). But these groups are contained in the symmetric subgroups SO(k + 1) ×
SO (2n− k− 1) ⊂ SO(2n) and Spin(7) ⊂ SO(8), respectively.

3.a) The subgroups of K = Sp(n)⊗Sp(1) which act with cohomogeneity one on
G/H = SO(4n)/SO(4n−1) = S4n−1 and are maximal with respect to this property
are given by isotropy representations of certain rank-two symmetric spaces.

3.b) By the same argument as in 1.b) and 2.b), one can show that for subgroups
H ′ ⊂ H either H ′×K does not act hyperpolarly on G or H ′×K is not a maximal
connected non-transitive subgroup of G.

4.a) The maximal connected subgroups of G2 are SO(4), SU(3) and a group of
local type A1; see [Dyn1]. As subgroups of SO(7), the first two are reducible. The
dimension of the third group is too low for a hyperpolar action.

4.b) Now consider the maximal connected subgroups of SO(6). The subgroup
SO(5) will be considered in 5.b). The subgroups SO(2)×SO(4) and SO(3)×SO(3)
of SO(6) are contained in SO(3)× SO(4) ⊂ SO(7), which acts with cohomogeneity
one on SO(7)/G2; see 2.4.1. It remains the group U(3) ⊂ SO(6), which leads to
a cohomogeneity one action. This may be seen as follows: Instead of SO(6) ⊂
SO(7), consider Spin(6) ⊂ Spin(7). Recall that Spin(6) ∼= SU(4). Since U(3) is a
maximal subgroup of maximal rank, the corresponding subgroup of SU(4) is given
by Table 5, [On2], §3. The only possibility is S(U1 × U3) ⊂ SU(4), thus we have
the cohomogeneity one action of S(U1 × U3) on S7 = Spin(7)/G2.

5.a) See 4.a).
5.b) The group SO(5) acts transitively on SO(7)/G2. The maximal connected

subgroups of SO(5) are: SO(4), SO(2) × SO(3) and a subgroup given by the 5-
dimensional irreducible representation of A1. The first group is contained in the
subgroup SO(3) × SO(4) ⊂ SO(7), which acts with cohomogeneity one; see 2.4.1.
The other two groups may be excluded because their dimensions are too low.

6.a) The maximal connected subgroups of SO(7) of dimension ≥ 6 are:

SO(6), SO(5)× SO(2), SO(4)× SO(3), G2.

The first two subgroups act transitively on SO(8)/Spin(7), they were already exam-
ined in 2.a) and 3.a) in the guise of the transitive actions of SU(4) and Sp(2) ·U(1)
on S7. The third group is contained in SO(4) × SO(4) ⊂ SO(8), which acts
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with cohomogeneity one, see 2.4.1. Finally, G2 acts with cohomogeneity one on
SO(8)/Spin(7), but we may assume G2 ⊂ Spin(7) by conjugation.

6.b) If G = Spin(8) and H and K are two subgroups isomorphic to Spin(7),
there is the maximal connected subgroup ∆Spin(7) ⊂ Spin(7) × Spin(7) ∼= H× K,
but the dimension of this group is too low for a hyperpolar action.

7.a) Among the maximal connected subgroups of SO(15), the irreducible ones
may be excluded by a dimension condition and the reducible subgroups are con-
tained in reducible symmetric subgroups of SO(16).

7.b) The subgroups of SO(16) which act hyperpolarly, i.e. with cohomogeneity
one on S15 are well-known; see [Dadok]. We have now completed the classification
of the hyperpolar actions on the simple compact Lie groups and thus also on the
irreducible symmetric spaces of the compact type; see Proposition 1.10.

2.5. Proof of Theorem A.

Proof. Let U ⊂ G ×G be a closed connected subgroup such that the U -action on
G is hyperpolar and non-transitive. By Theorem 1.8 and the classification of the
simple compact Lie groups, we may assume that G is one of the following: SU(n)
(n ≥ 2), Sp(n) (n ≥ 2), Spin(n) (n ≥ 7) or a simply connected exceptional Lie
group E6, E7, E8, F4, G2, since the hyperpolarity of the U -action on G depends
only on the Lie algebra of U .

By Theorem 1.11, we have that U is contained in a maximal connected non-
transitive subgroup U ′ ⊂ G×G such that the U -action on G and the U ′-action on
G are orbit equivalent.

It now follows from Theorem 2.1 that one of the following is true.

• U ′ = {(g, σ(g))|g ∈ G} for some automorphism σ of G, i.e. the U ′-action on
G is a σ-action.
• U ′ = H × K, where H and K are maximal connected subgroups of G × G.

As far as H × K is not excluded by necessary conditions on the dimensions
of groups that act hyperpolarly, see 2.2, the actions of such groups have been
examined case by case in 2.3-2.4.4 in order to determine if they are hyperpolar
or not.
• U ′ is a maximal connected subgroup of H ×K, where H ×K acts transitively

on G. These U ′-actions on G are examined in 2.4.5.

By these steps, we have found all local conjugacy classes of hyperpolar actions
of maximal connected non-transitive subgroups U ′ ⊂ G × G on simple compact
Lie groups G. It turns out that all hyperpolar actions that are not Hermann or
σ-actions are as described in parts ii), iii), iv) and v) of the theorem, i.e. they are
cohomogeneity one actions.

3. The Classification of Cohomogeneity One Actions

In this section, we will complete the classification of cohomogeneity one actions
on compact irreducible symmetric spaces. Cohomogeneity one actions on symmetric
spaces are hyperpolar, thus by the classification of hyperpolar actions obtained in
the last section, all that remains to do is to determine which Hermann actions
and which σ-actions are of cohomogeneity one. We do this by computing the
cohomogeneities of all Hermann actions and σ-actions on the simple compact Lie
groups.
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3.1. Hermann Actions. To compute the cohomogeneities of the Hermann ac-
tions on the simple compact Lie groups, we use the following proposition, which
shows that the slice representation of a Hermann action is equivalent to an isotropy
representation of a symmetric space.

Proposition 3.1. Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Let σ and τ be invo-
lutions of G and let H = Gσ and K = Gτ be their fixed point groups. Let Gστ be
the fixed point set of σ ◦ τ . Then (Gστ , H ∩K) is a symmetric pair, the isotropy
representation of the corresponding symmetric space is equivalent to the slice rep-
resentation of the H×K-action at e and the cohomogeneity of the action of H×K
on G is equal to rk(Gστ/(H ∩K)).

Proof. Restricted to Gστ , the two involutions σ and τ agree and H ∩ K is the
fixed point group of σ|Gστ = τ |Gστ . We have the Cartan decomposition gστ =
(h⊥ ∩ k⊥)⊕ (h ∩ k). From this, it follows that the isotropy representation of H ∩K
on h⊥ ∩ k⊥ is equivalent to the slice representation of the H × K-action at e, see
2.3.

We proceed as follows. For every simple compact Lie group G, we take all pairs
(H,K) of connected symmetric subgroups and compute the cohomogeneity of the
H × K-action on G. By Proposition 1.13, we may restrict ourselves to consider
only one representative of every conjugacy class of H ×K in G × G. We remark
that for α ∈ Aut(G) we have α(Gσ) = Gασα

−1
. By Proposition 1.4 and Theorem

6.1 in [He], Chapter X, any two isomorphic symmetric subgroups of G̃ are mapped
to each other by an automorphism of G̃. (By G̃ we denote the universal cover of
G.)

3.1.1. Hermann Actions on the Classical Groups. The cohomogeneities of the Her-
mann actions on the classical groups can be determined by computing the slice
representation of the isotropy group at e, using Proposition 3.1. This is a straight-
forward calculation and we will only state the results in the theorem below. The
group G = SO(8) will be considered separately, because there are more Hermann
actions on it, arising from the triality automorphisms of Spin(8).

Since we excluded the groups locally isomorphic to Spin(8), we have that either
Aut(G) is connected or it has two connected components. In the first case all au-
tomorphisms are inner and in the latter case for every σ ∈ Aut(G) \ Inn(G) there
is ig ∈ Inn(G) such that σ = σ0 ◦ ig, where σ0 is an involutive outer automorphism.
Thus there are either one or two conjugacy classes of every (isomorphism type of)
connected symmetric subgroup of the classical groups except SO(8). The involu-
tions of the classical groups may be taken from [He], Chapter X, §2. It turns out
that the only case where there are two conjugacy classes of a connected symmetric
subgroup is U(2n) ⊂ SO(4n). This may be seen as follows:

The symmetric subgroups of SU(n) which are not fixed point sets of an outer au-
tomorphism, i.e. S(Uk×Un−k), are obviously invariant under complex conjugation,
which is an outer automorphism of SU(n), n > 2.

In SO(2n), n odd, conjugation by the matrix diag(+1,−1,+1,−1, . . . ,+1,−1) is
an outer automorphism, under which the subgroups SO(k)×SO(2n− k) and U(n)
are invariant. (The automorphism of U(n) that is induced by this map is just
complex conjugation of matrices.)

On SO(4n), define the outer automorphism α to be conjugation by the matrix
diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1). Clearly, the subgroups SO(k)×SO(4n − k) are invariant under
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α. An explicit calculation shows that the cohomogeneity of the α(U(2n))-action on
SO(4n)/U(2n) is one less than the rank of the symmetric space SO(4n)/U(2n) (see
the following theorem). Therefore α(U(2n)) cannot be conjugate to U(2n), since it
is well-known that on a symmetric space the cohomogeneity of the isotropy action
is equal to the rank.

Theorem 3.2. Let G be a classical compact Lie group, G 6= SO(8). Let H and K
be connected symmetric subgroups of G that are not conjugate. The cohomogeneity
of the H×K-action on G is given by Table 5, where α ∈ Aut(SO(2n))\Inn(SO(2n)).

H G K Cohomogeneity
SO(2n) SU(2n) Sp(n) n− 1

SO(p + q) SU(p + q) S(Up ×Uq) min(p, q)
S(Uk×U2n−k) SU(2n) Sp(n) min(bk2c, bn−

k
2 c)

S(Ua+b×Uc) SU(a+b+c) S(Ua×Ub+c) min(a, c)
SO(a+b)×SO(c) SO(a+b+c) SO(a)×SO(b+c) min(a, c)

Sp(p)×Sp(q) Sp(p + q) U(p + q) min(p, q)
Sp(a + b)×Sp(c) Sp(a+b+c) Sp(a)×Sp(b + c) min(a, c)

SO(k)×SO(2n−k) SO(2n) U(n) min(bk2c, bn−
k
2 c)

U(n) SO(2n) α(U(n)) [n−1
2 ]

Table 5. Hermann actions on the classical groups

Remark. The actions G = SO(2n), H = U(n), K = α(U(n)), which are of cohomo-
geneity one if n = 3 or n = 4 do not occur explicitly in Theorem B, because in the
case n = 3 the subgroups H and K are conjugate and in the case n = 4 the action
is locally conjugate to the action G = SO(8), H = U(4), K = SO(2)×SO(6) (see
Prop. 3.3).

3.1.2. Hermann Actions on SO(8). Let G be a group and H ⊂ G be a subgroup.
The group of outer automorphisms Out(G) = Aut(G)/Inn(G) acts on the set of
conjugacy classes of H in G. In the case G = Spin(8), Out(G) ∼= Sym(3), i.e. the
group of outer automorphisms of Spin(8) is isomorphic to the permutation group
on three letters, which is the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram D4.

As mentioned in 3.1, isomorphic connected symmetric subgroups of G̃ are
mapped to each other by automorphisms of G̃. Thus if H ⊂ G̃ is a connected
symmetric subgroup, Out(G̃) acts transitively on the set of conjugacy classes of H .

Proposition 3.3. The four local isomorphism types of symmetric subgroups of
SO(8) are given by the rows of the following table, where also for each conjugacy
class of connected symmetric subgroups one representative is given.

1. SO(7), Spin+(7), Spin−(7)
2. SO(2)× SO(6), U(4), α(U(4))
3. SO(3)× SO(5), Sp(1)⊗ Sp(2), Sp(2)⊗ Sp(1)
4. SO(4)× SO(4)

Here, α denotes conjugation by the matrix diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1).
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Proof. We have that Out(Spin(8)) ∼= Sym(3) acts transitively on the set of con-
jugacy classes of connected symmetric subgroups of SO(8). Further, the outer
involution α leaves the reducible subgroups SO(k) × SO(8 − k) invariant, i.e. the
corresponding element in Out(Spin(8)) of order two is contained in the isotropy
group of this conjugacy class; from this it follows that we have either three or one
conjugacy class for every local isomorphism type of connected symmetric subgroups
of SO(8).

It is well-known that there are three conjugacy classes of groups locally isomor-
phic to SO(7); see [On2], Chapter 1, §3, Example 9.

Since No. 2 and No. 4 are subgroups of maximal rank, their conjugacy classes
may be taken from [On2], Theorem 16, §3.

Finally, it can be directly verified that the half spin representations of so(8) map
the subalgebra so(3) + so(5) to sp(1)⊗ sp(2) or sp(2)⊗ sp(1).

Using this proposition, we can determine the Hermann actions on SO(8) up to local
conjugacy.

Theorem 3.4. Let H, K ∈ SO(8) be two non-conjugate connected symmetric sub-
groups. The cohomogeneity of the H ×K-action on G may be taken from Table 5
or Table 6.

H K Cohomogeneity
Spin(7) SO(7) 0

Sp(1)⊗ Sp(2) SO(7) 0
Sp(1)⊗ Sp(2) SO(3)× SO(5) 2

Table 6. Additional Hermann actions on SO(8)

Proof. The transitivity of the first and the second action are well-known facts.
In 2.3.2, Case 3.2.1 (n = 3) it is shown that a slice representation of the Sp(1)⊗

Sp(2)-action on G3(R8) is equivalent to the isotropy representation of the rank-
two symmetric space G2/SO(4). This proves that the action is of cohomogeneity
two.

3.1.3. Hermann Actions on the Exceptional Groups. Our method to compute the
cohomogeneity of a Hermann action on an exceptional group relies on a result of
Conlon.

Proposition 3.5. Let G be a compact Lie group. Let σ and τ be two different,
commuting involutions of G and let H = Gσ, K = Gτ . In this case, we have the
following diagram, where all six arrows denote inclusions of symmetric subgroups:

G

↗ ↑ ↖

H Gστ K

↖ ↑ ↗

H ∩K

(3.1)
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Proof. By the hypothesis, (G,H), (G,K) are symmetric pairs. The automorphism
σ ◦ τ is an involution of G, because σ and τ are different, commuting involutions:
σ◦τ = σ◦τ−1 6= 1 and (σ◦τ)2 = σ2◦τ2 = 1. Therefore (G, Gστ ) is a symmetric pair.
The pair (Gστ , H ∩ K) is symmetric by Proposition 3.1. Finally, Proposition 3.1
may be applied to the Hermann actions of H×Gστ and K×Gστ on G. Obviously,
H ∩Gστ = K ∩Gστ = H ∩K. Hence, (H,H ∩K) and (K,H ∩K) are symmetric
pairs as well.

We remark that from such a diagram, the cohomogeneity of all three Hermann
actions involved can be read off by Proposition 3.1. It remains to decide in which
cases we may assume that two given involutions σ and τ commute, i.e. if there is an
inner automorphism ig of G, such that σ and ig ◦ τ ◦ i−1

g commute. This problem
was solved by [Co2] for the simple compact Lie groups. From the results of [Co2],
it can be seen that for the exceptional Lie groups such an ig always exists, i.e. we
can apply Proposition 3.5 to compute the cohomogeneity of all Hermann actions
on the exceptional compact Lie groups.

We proceed as follows. Let H and K be the connected components of the
fixed point sets of the involutions σ and τ of G, respectively. By [Co2], we may
assume that σ and τ commute. Thus, by Proposition 3.5, we have that H ∩K is
a symmetric subgroup of both H and K, and that (G,Gστ ) and (Gστ , H ∩K) are
symmetric pairs. By the classification of the symmetric spaces, this leaves only a
small number of possibilities for the local isomorphism types of Gστ and H ∩ K.
The cohomogeneity is then given by the rank of the symmetric space Gστ/(H ∩
K). In the cases where there remain several possible values for rk(Gστ/(H ∩ K)),
some possibilities may be excluded, either using the fact that the cohomogeneity
of the H ×K-action on G is smaller or equal to min(rk(G/H), rk(G/K)), or by the
necessary condition for the dimensions of Gστ and H ∩K given by the equality

dimGστ − 2 dimH ∩K = dimG− dimH ×K,(3.2)

which follows from Proposition 3.1. By this method, the cohomogeneities of all
Hermann actions on the exceptional groups can be determined.

Note that there are no non-trivial transitive actions on the exceptional Lie
groups, i.e. if G = H ·K, then either H = G or K = G; see 2.4.5.

Hermann Actions on E6. In G = E6, any two isomorphic symmetric subgroups
are conjugate, i.e. are mapped onto each other by an inner automorphism of E6.
This can be seen as follows: Let Gσ be the fixed point set of the involution σ. As
mentioned above, we know that any other isomorphic symmetric subgroupK differs
from Gσ by a (possibly outer) automorphism α, i.e. K = α(Gσ) = Gασα−1

. Since
the diagram automorphism of E6 is also an involution, we may assume by the result
of [Co2], that σ and α commute and hence that, after conjugation, Gασα

−1
= Gσ

(see also [Dyn1], p. 146).
We start with the action of Sp(4)/{±1}×F4 on G = E6. In this case the involu-

tions corresponding toH andK are both outer automorphisms. Hence their compo-
sition is an inner automorphism and its fixed point group has full rank; see [Wolf],
Theorem 8.6.7. Thus the connected component of Gστ is either SU(6)·SU(2) or
Spin(10)·SO(2). Now, because (F4, H ∩K) is a symmetric pair, (H ∩K)0 is either
conjugate to Sp(3)·Sp(1) or Spin(9). The only remaining possibility is as in the fol-
lowing diagram, from which the cohomogeneity of the two other Hermann actions
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may be read off as well:

E6

↗ ↑ ↖

Sp(4)/{±1} SU(6)·SU(2) F4

↖ ↑ ↗

Sp(3)·Sp(1)

(3.3)

In particular, we have found the cohomogeneity one action of SU(6)·SU(2)×F4 on
E6.

Now let H = SU(6)·SU(2) and K = Spin(10)·SO(2). We list the connected
symmetric subgroups of SU(6), together with their Lie algebra types:

S(U1 ×U5) S(U2 ×U4) S(U3 ×U3) SO(6) Sp(3)
a4 + R a1 + a3 + R a2 + a2 + R a3 c3

These are the connected symmetric subgroups of SO(10):

SO(9) SO(8)×SO(2) SO(7)×SO(3)
b4 d4 + R b3 + a1

SO(6)×SO(4) SO(5)×SO(5) U(5)
a3 + a1 + a1 b2 + b2 a4 + R

One possibility for h ∩ k is su(5) +R+R. Since the two involutions are inner, Gστ0

is a symmetric subgroup of full rank; see [Wolf], Theorem 8.6.7. Thus we have
either SU(6)·SU(2) or Spin(10)·SO(2). In both cases the resulting cohomogeneity
is 2. The other possibility h ∩ k = a3 + a1 + a1 + R also leads to cohomogeneity 2.

Now assume H = F4 and K = Spin(10)·SO(2). The only possibility for (H∩K)0

is Spin(9). The Lie algebra gστ is the fixed point set of an outer automorphism
of e6, thus isomorphic to either c4 or f4. But spin(9) ∼= b4 is not a subalgebra
of c4. Thus rk(Gστ/(H ∩ K)) = rk(F4/Spin(9)) = 1 and we have found another
cohomogeneity one action.

Finally, let H = Sp(4)/{±1} and K = Spin(10)·SO(2). The only possibility is
rk(Gστ/(H ∩K)) = rk(Sp(4)/ [Sp(2)× Sp(2)]) = 2.

Hermann Actions on E7 and E8. We do not give proofs here, since they are very
similar to the E6 case.

Hermann Actions on F4 and G2. Since rk(F4/Spin(9)) = 1, the action of Sp(3) ·
Sp(1) is of cohomogeneity one. Up to conjugacy, there is no Hermann action on G2

besides the action of SO(4)× SO(4).

Theorem 3.6. Let G be an exceptional simple compact Lie group. Let H and K
be connected symmetric subgroups of G that are not conjugate. The cohomogeneity
of the H ×K-action on G is given by Table 7.
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H G K Cohomogeneity
Sp(4)/{±1} E6 SU(6)·SU(2) 4
Sp(4)/{±1} E6 Spin(10)·SO(2) 2
Sp(4)/{±1} E6 F4 2
SU(6)·SU(2) E6 Spin(10)·SO(2) 2
SU(6)·SU(2) E6 F4 1

Spin(10)·SO(2) E6 F4 1
SU(8)/{±1} E7 SO(12)′·SU(2) 4
SU(8)/{±1} E7 E6·SO(2) 3

SO(12)′·SU(2) E7 E6·SO(2) 2
SO′(16) E8 E7·SU(2) 4

Sp(3)·Sp(1) F4 Spin(9) 1

Table 7. Hermann actions on the exceptional Lie groups

3.2. σ-Actions. Finally, we will compute the cohomogeneities of the σ-actions on
the simple compact Lie groups. Let G be a simple compact Lie group and let σ be
an automorphism of G. The action of the group ∆σG = {(g, σ(g))| g ∈ G} on G is
called the σ-action. By Proposition 1.13, the σ-action is conjugate to the adjoint
action of G if σ is an inner automorphism of G. Therefore, we only have to consider
the cases where the automorphism group of G is not connected, i.e.

G = An (n ≥ 2), Dn (n ≥ 4), E6,

and where σ is an outer automorphism. As before, we determine the cohomo-
geneities of the σ-actions by computing slice representations. The isotropy group
of the identity element e ∈ G is isomorphic to the fixed point set of σ:

(∆σG)e = { (g, g)| g ∈ Gσ} .(3.4)

Let σ∗ : g→ g be the differential of σ at e. The tangent space at e to the orbit of
e is given by

{X − σ∗(X)|X ∈ g} .

The normal space at e to the orbit of e is gσ, i.e. the fixed point set of σ∗. From
(3.4) it follows that the isotropy representation at e is equivalent to the restriction of
the adjoint representation of G to Gσ. Hence the slice representation is equivalent
to the adjoint representation of Gσ and, in particular, the cohomogeneity of the
σ-action equals the rank of Gσ.

Since the σ-actions for two different automorphisms of the same connected com-
ponent of Aut(G) are conjugate by Proposition 1.13, we may assume that σ is an
automorphism of G̃ induced by an automorphism of the Dynkin diagram. In this
case we may take the Lie algebras gσ from Table I, on p. 505 in [He], Ch. X, §5.

Theorem 3.7. Let G be a simple compact Lie group and σ an outer automorphism
of G of finite order. The cohomogeneity of the σ-action of G is given by Table 8.

Together with the results of Section 2, we have now obtained a classification of
the cohomogeneity one actions on the simple compact Lie groups, and thus also on
the irreducible symmetric spaces of type III. This generalizes the classifications of
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G SU(n) SO(2n) E6 Spin(8)
ord(σ) 2 2 2 3

Cohomogeneity bn2 c n− 1 4 2

Table 8. σ-Actions

homogeneous hypersurfaces in spheres, complex and quaternionic projective space
and the Cayley plane; see [HsL], [Takagi], [D’Atri] and [Iwata].

3.3. Proof of Theorem B.

Proof. By Proposition 1.9, cohomogeneity one actions on G are hyperpolar if G is
equipped with a bi-invariant metric.

The local conjugacy classes of hyperpolar actions of maximal connected non-
transitive subgroups of G × G on the simple compact Lie groups G are given by
Theorem A. The cohomogeneity one actions that are not locally conjugate to Her-
mann actions or σ-actions are described in parts ii), iii), iv) and v) of Theorem A.

The cohomogeneities of the Hermann actions and the σ-actions on the simple
compact Lie groups are given in Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7.

Appendix: Representations of Low Degree

By the following tables, all irreducible representations of simple compact Lie
groups which satisfy the conditions (2.9), (2.10) or (2.11), respectively, are given.
The following information is included in the tables: The highest weight (c1, . . . , cn)
of the representation w.r.t. a basis of fundamental weights. The degree (=dimen-
sion) deg % of the representation. The type of the representation, i.e. if the repre-
sentation is of real (ε(%) = +1), complex (ε(%) = 0) or quaternionic (ε(%) = −1)
type. A description of the representation: If the representation is the standard
representation of a classical Lie group, then the Lie group, e.g. SO(6) is given. If
the representation is as described in Lemma 2.6, i), ii), or iii), then the type of the
corresponding symmetric space, e.g. G, A I, C I (see [He]) is given.

Lie algebra An = su(n + 1) dim An = n(n + 2)
(c1, . . . , cn) deg % ε(%) Description
(3) 4 −1 G
(4) 5 +1 A I
(6) 7 +1
(0, 1, 0) 6 +1 SO(6)
(0, 2, 0) 20 +1 A I
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0) 20 −1 E II
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) 35 0
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) 56 0
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) 70 +1 E V
(1, 0, . . . , 0, 0) n+ 1 0 SU(n + 1)
(0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) 1

2n(n+ 1) 0 D III
(2, 0, . . . , 0, 0) 1

2 (n+ 1)(n+ 2) 0 C I
(1, 0, . . . , 0, 1) n(n+ 2) +1 adjoint
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Lie algebra Bn = so(2n+1) dim Bn = n(2n + 1)
(c1, . . . , cn) deg % ε(%) Description
(0, 1) 4 −1 Sp(2)
(0, 0, 1) 8 +1 Spin(7)
(0, 0, 2) 35 +1
(0, 0, 0, 1) 16 +1 F II
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1) 32 −1 spin
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) 128 +1 spin
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) 256 +1 spin
(1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) 2n+ 1 +1 SO(2n + 1)
(0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) n(2n+ 1) +1 adjoint
(2, 0, 0, . . . , 0) n(2n+ 3) +1 A I

Lie algebra Cn = sp(n) dim Cn = n(2n + 1)
(c1, . . . , cn) deg % ε(%) Description
(0, 0, 1) 14 −1 F I
(0, 0, 0, 1) 42 +1 E I
(1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) 2n −1 Sp(n)
(0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) (n− 1)(2n+ 1) +1 A II
(2, 0, 0, . . . , 0) n(2n+ 1) +1 adjoint

Lie algebra Dn = so(2n) dim Dn = n(2n− 1)
(c1, . . . , cn) deg % ε(%) Description
(1, 0, 1, 0) 56 +1
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 16 0 half-spin, E III
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 32 −1 half-spin, E VI
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 64 0 half-spin
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 128 +1 half-spin, E VIII
(1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) 2n +1 SO(2n)
(0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) n(2n− 1) +1 adjoint
(2, 0, 0, . . . , 0) (n+ 1)(2n− 1) +1 A I

Lie algebra E6 dim E6 = 78
(c1, . . . , c6) deg % ε(%) Description
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 27 0 E VII
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) 78 +1 adjoint

Lie algebra E7 dim E7 = 133
(c1, . . . , c7) deg % ε(%) Description
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 56 −1 E IX
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 133 +1 adjoint

Lie algebra E8 dim E8 = 248
(c1, . . . , c8) deg % ε(%) Description
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 248 +1 adjoint
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Lie algebra F4 dim F4 = 52
(c1, . . . , c4) deg % ε(%) Description
(1, 0, 0, 0) 26 +1 E IV
(0, 0, 0, 1) 52 +1 adjoint

Lie algebra G2 dim G2 = 14
(c1, c2) deg % ε(%) Description
(1, 0) 7 +1 Aut(Ca)
(0, 1) 14 +1 adjoint
(2, 0) 27 +1
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